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Abstract
The paper offers a formalization of reasoning about distributed multi-agent systems. The presented propositional probabilistic
temporal epistemic logic PTEL is developed in full detail: syntax, semantics, soundness and strong completeness theorems.
As an example, we prove consistency of the blockchain protocol with respect to the given set of axioms expressed in the
formal language of the logic. We explain how to extend PTEL to axiomatize the corresponding first-order logic.

1 Introduction

Reasoning about knowledge, time and probability has a long and fruitful history. Starting in early
sixties, development of formal systems for studying of these concepts have been a prominent line of
research in logic and computer science. The main topics are as follows:

– introduction of syntax and semantics tailored to capture interesting phenomena (e.g., about
distributed systems),

– creating of decision procedures and analysis of complexity and
– providing complete axiomatizations.

Curiously enough, neither completeness nor decidability have been studied for the combination
of all three.

This paper presents a propositional (PTEL) and a first-order (FOPTEL) probabilistic temporal
epistemic logics. The main and, to the best of our knowledge, novel contributions of these papers are
as follows:

– the language of the temporal epistemic logic with non-rigid set of agents from [26] is extended
with probabilistic operators and the temporal operators for the past;

– the strong completeness theorem (‘every consistent set of formula is satisfiable’) is proven
for PTEL, and it is shown how this approach can be extended to first-order logic; and
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Strong Completeness of the Logic 95

– we extend PTEL with an appropriate set of axioms that provide sufficient conditions to prove
some uncertain features of the blockchain protocol, in particular to show consistency of the
protocol, i.e., that with high probability consensus among agents is achieved concerning their
ledgers.

The paper [26] analyzes a temporal epistemic logic with a set of agents that may alternately
become active and nonactive and gives a strongly complete axiomatization for a class of models
that essentially are interpreted systems defined in [9, 22]. Formal systems for reasoning about time
and knowledge are generally useful in modeling distributed multiagent systems and [26] illustrates
expressiveness of the logic introduced there by describing behavior of the blockchain protocol. Since
the language of the logic from [26] contains only temporal and epistemic operators, it cannot express
arbitrary probabilistic features of distributed systems protocols. Here, probabilistic operators are
included in the language of PTEL, so it is possible to formally express that ‘the probability of a
formula is s’, but also that an agent will know that in the next moment. Additionally, the language of
PTEL extends the formal language from [26] with the temporal past operators Previous and Since.

As the first result about PTEL we provide a possible world semantics with nonrigid set of
agents and a Hilbert-style axiomatization, and prove its strong completeness with respect to the
corresponding class of Kripke-like models with possible worlds. In models there are two kinds of
relations among possible worlds that corresponds to the temporal part and to the epistemic part of
PTEL, respectively. The temporal part of a model consists of a set of runs isomorphic to nonnegative
integers, so for temporal reasoning we use LTL, discrete linear time logic, with both past and future
temporal operators. Since an agent can be active in some possible worlds and nonactive otherwise,
epistemic accessibility relations among possible worlds do not have to be ref lexive, i.e., when an
agent a is not active in a possible world w, according to a no possible worlds are accessible from
w. From the syntactical side, the epistemic operators Ka representing knowledge of an agent and
common knowledge C are used. Additionally, each possible world is equipped with two kinds of
probability functions that measure runs in the model and, according to each agent, sets of possible
worlds. This type of models is similar to interpreted systems with probabilities on runs [17].

In such a modal framework, an issue connecting compactness and completeness appears. Namely,
if compactness (‘a set of formulas is satisfiable iff all its finite subsets are satisfiable’) does not hold
then no recursive axiomatization can be strongly complete. As we illustrate in Section 3 compactness
fails for all three parts of PTEL (temporal, epistemic and probabilistic). In absence of compactness
any complete finitary axiomatization suffers from the logical problem that syntactic and semantical
consequences do not coincide, i.e., there are consistent (w.r.t. the finitary complete axiomatic system)
unsatisfiable sets of formulas. So, following [29, 32] we give an axiomatization with some infinitary
inference rules for which we prove strong completeness and that avoids the mentioned obstacle. To
connect the modal and probabilistic parts of the logic some of the crucial steps are to prove the
strong necessitation theorem and to introduce the notion of k-nested implications that addresses
combinations of different kinds of operators and is used in formulations of infinitary inference
rules. This proof-theoretical approach is applicable for all three parts of PTEL and allows their
fusion in a comprehensive logical system. Additionally, it ensures that it is straightforward to extend
PTEL to the first-order logic, which cannot be done using any finitary axiomatization. Infinitary
axiomatizations for logics formalizing probabilistic-temporal, temporal-epistemic and probabilistic-
epistemic reasoning can be found in [26, 28, 37], respectively. Except [26] these papers do not
discuss nonrigid sets of agents, but [37] allows infinitary many agents to be modeled. Finitary
axiomatizations for particular parts of PTEL are given, for example, in [8] for probabilistic logic, in
[11, 23] for LTL, in [9] for epistemic logic with common knowledge operator, in [18] for a temporal-
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96 Strong Completeness of the Logic

epistemic logic and [7, 22] for a probabilistic-epistemic logic. Note that in each of those logics,
due to noncompactness, the above-mentioned discrepancy between syntax and semantics holds.
Furthermore, in the first-order framework [38] shows that there is no finite recursive axiomatization
for first-order common knowledge logics, and similar results for temporal and probability logics are
presented in [36] and [1], respectively. Thus, to achieve completeness for those first-order logics
one is forced to use infinitary axiomatizations and we sketch how to axiomatize the corresponding
first-order logic FOPTEL.

To illustrate the expressiveness of PTEL in this paper we describe a set of axioms that formalize
some basic properties of the blockchain protocol [27]. Blockchain relies on a set of agents that
autonomously, without third authority, synchronize and maintain copies of a distributed append-
only ledger, which records transactions (transfers of some units of crypto-currency, smart contracts,
etc.). The protocol guarantees immutability, i.e., that transactions cannot be changed after they have
been added to the ledger, and also that multiple spendings of a digital asset cannot happen. Being
executed in a distributed way, the blockchain protocol is essentially probabilistic. Starting from the
set of blockchain axioms we entail consistency of the protocol, i.e., that ‘it is common knowledge
among agents that with high probability they have a long common prefix of the ledger’. This idea
follows the approach from [26]. However, due to absence of probabilistic means in [26] it is not
possible to discuss the probabilistic nature of Blockchain, and high probabilities are expressed as
knowledge of agents. Some of the papers that are more or less related to our formal logical analysis
of the blockchain protocol are [2, 17]. The paper [2] introduces a dynamic logic BCL to describe
changes in agents’ knowledge that occur when a new block that might be added to the ledger arrives.
A model-theoretic approach to analyze probability of achieving consensus among a nonrigid set of
agents on a long-enough prefix of the public ledger (called consistency of the protocol) implemented
as a blockchain was given in [17]. Some variants of common knowledge (i.e., Δ-, and Δ-�-common
knowledge) that rely on the assumption that agents’ local clocks can be synchronized reasonably
closely—with a delay of Δ time instants are used in [17]. While it is true that synchronicity is
a strong and an unrealistic assumption in distributed framework of the blockchain protocol, we
note that [33] states that synchronous protocols can be considered as Δ-delayed protocols as far
as crypto-properties are not discussed. Since the aim of this paper is to present and analyze PTEL
and modeling of Blockchain is an example of expressiveness of the logic, to keep things simple we
assume that agents are synchronized as it is done in [12].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe syntax and semantics
of PTEL. Section 3 discusses noncompactness of PTEL. Section 4 presents its infinitary strongly
complete axiomatization and formulates the main statements about the logic. Section 5 provides
the basics of the blockchain protocol, a set of proper axioms which describes it and relying on the
presented strongly complete axiomatization proves consistency of the protocol. In Section 6 the first-
order probabilistic temporal epistemic logic FOPTEL is described, its axiomatization and a sketch
of strong completeness are given. Section 7 contains concluding remarks and directions for further
work. In Appendix a proof of strong completeness of the presented axiomatization for PTEL is
given.

2 Temporal Epistemic Logic with Probabilities

In this section we give syntax and semantics for PTEL. The set of well formed formulas is
constructed using temporal, epistemic and probabilistic operators. A semantic structure for the
temporal-epistemic part of PTEL contains a set of runs, i.e., sequences of possible worlds, where the
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time flow is isomorphic to nonnegative integers. On the other hand, the epistemic part of a structure
is a multiagent Kripke-model with accessibility relations over possible worlds. Finally, in a model of
PTEL probabilities are added to such structures to measure runs and possible worlds.

2.1 Syntax

Let N be the set of nonnegative integers, [0, 1]Q the set of all rational numbers from the unit interval
and P(A) powerset set of a set A. We use A to denote the set of agents {a1, . . . , am}, where m is
a positive integer. The formal language of PTEL consists of a nonempty at most countable set of
propositional letters denoted Var and the following operators:

– classical: ¬, ∧,
– temporal: ©, U, , S,
– epistemic: Ka, C, where a ∈ A,
– probabilistic: P�s, Pa,�s, where a ∈ A, s ∈ [0, 1]Q.

The classical operators ∨ and → for disjunction and implication are defined as usual: α ∨ β =def
¬(¬α ∧ ¬β) and α → β =def ¬(α ∧ ¬β), respectively. The set Var contains a particular subset
A = {Aa|a ∈ A}, where the intuitive meaning of Aa is that ‘agent a is active’. All operators are unary,
except ∧, U and S that are binary operators. The operators ©, U, and S are the future and past
temporal operators Next, Until, Previous and Since. The operators Ka and C refer to knowledge of an
agent a, and to common knowledge, respectively. Finally, P�sα and Pa,�sα are read ‘the probability
of a set of runs satisfying α is at least s’ and ‘according to the agent a, the probability of a set of
possible worlds satisfying α is at least s’.

Let For denotes the set of formulas defined in the usual way. We will use the following:

– the lowercase Latin letters p and q, possibly with indices, to denote propositional variables,
and

– the lowercase Greek letters α, β, γ , . . . to denote formulas.

The epistemic operator everybody knows (denoted E) is introduced as: Eα =def
∧

a∈A Kaα. A
theory is a set of formulas T ⊂ For.

In this paper we will employ the notion of k-nested implications. Formulas of this form will be
used to formulate inference rules in Section 4, and allow that those rules can be applied not only on
outermost operators, but also on the operators inside formulas. This form of inference rules is, for
example, used to prove the Strong necessitation Theorem 5, which is essential in obtaining strong
completeness for PTEL.

DEFINITION 1 (k-nested implication).
Let k ∈ N. Let B = (β0, . . . , βk−1, βk) be a sequence of k + 1 formulas, α ∈ For a formula and
X = (X1, . . . , Xk−1, Xk) a sequence of k operators from {Ka : a ∈ A} ∪ {©, }. The k-nested
implication formula Φk,B,X(τ ) is defined inductively, as follows:

Φk,B,X(α) =
{

β0 → α, k = 0
βk → XkΦk−1,Bk−1

j=0 ,Xk−1
j=1

(α), k ≥ 1,

where Bk−1
j=0 = (β0, . . . , βk−1) and Xk−1

j=1 = (X1, . . . , Xk−1).
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98 Strong Completeness of the Logic

For example, if k = 4, X = ( ,Ka1 , ©,Ka3), and a1, a3 ∈ A, then

Φk,B,X(α) = β4 → Ka3(β3 → ©(β2 → Ka1(β1 → (β0 → α)))).

The following abbreviations will be used. For � ∈ {©, ,Ka,E}, T ⊂ For and α ∈ For:

– �0α =def α;�n+1α = ��nα, n � 0,
– �T =def {�α : α ∈ T}, �i+1T =def �(�iT), and

– T−� =def {α : �α ∈ T}, T−�i+1 =def (T−�i
)−�,

e.g., ©n+1α = ©©n α, KaT =def {Kaα : α ∈ T}, and T− =def {α : α ∈ T}.
The remaining temporal operators eventually, once, always in the future and always in the past are

defined as usual: Fα =def (α → α)Uα, Pα =def (α → α)Sα, Gα =def ¬F¬α and Hα =def ¬P¬α,
while other probabilistic operators are introduced as ¬P�sα by P<sα, P�1−s¬α by P�sα, ¬P�sα

by P>sα, P�sα ∧ P�sα by P=sα, ¬Pa,�sα by Pa,<sα, Pa,�1−s¬α by Pa,�sα, ¬Pa,�sα by Pa,>sα,
and Pa,�sα ∧ Pa,�sα by Pa,=sα.

2.2 Semantics

Semantics of formulas is given by Kripke-like models with possible worlds that combine temporal,
epistemic and probabilistic properties. Intuitively,

– a model consists of a set of runs;
– a run is an infinite sequence of possible worlds which represents a possible execution of a

system; and
– to every possible world are associated the set of propositional letters that holds in the world,

a set of agents that are active in the world, relations that attach accessible (according to active
agents) possible worlds and probabilities that measure sets of possible worlds and runs.

In the formal definition of models we use the notion of algebras (an algebra is a family of subsets
of a set that contains that set and is closed under finite unions and complements) and finitely additive
probabilities defined on those algebras. The next Section 2.3 discusses definitions that follows:

DEFINITION 2
A model M is any tuple 〈R,A,K,P〉 such that

– R is a non-empty set of runs, where

• Every run r is a function from N to P(Var);
• The pair (r, n), where r ∈ R and n ∈ N, is called a possible world; the set of all possible

worlds in M is denoted by W.
– A is a function from the set of possible worlds W to P(A), where

• A((r, n)) denotes the set of active agents associated to the possible world (r, n); and
• a ∈ A((r, n)) iff Aa ∈ r(n).

– K is the set {Ka : a ∈ A} of symmetric and transitive binary accessibility relations on W,
such that

• a ∈ A((r, n)) iff (r, n)Ka(r′, n′) is false for all (r′, n′);
• Ka(r, n) denotes the set of all possible worlds accessible, according to the agent a, from

(r, n).
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– P is a function defined on W, such that P((r, n)) is a structure 〈H (r,n), μ(r,n), {Pa : a ∈ A}〉,
where

• H (r,n) is an algebra of subsets of R;
• μ(r,n) : H (r,n) → [0, 1] is a finitely-additive probability measure on H (r,n);
• {Pa : a ∈ A} is the set of functions defined on W, where Pa((r, n)) is a probability space

〈W(r,n)
a , H (r,n)

a , μ(r,n)
a 〉 such that

∗ W(r,n)
a is a non-empty subset of W;

∗ H (r,n)
a is an algebra of subsets of W(r,n)

a ; and
∗ μ

(r,n)
a : H (r,n)

a → [0, 1] is a finitely-additive probability measure.

Using the notion of satisfiability relation we formalize what it means that a formula is satisfied in a
possible world. Here an issue appears when we consider probabilistic formulas, e.g., Pa,�sα. Namely,
Pa,�sα should be satisfied in a possible world (r, n) if, according to the agent a, the probability of
the set X ⊂ W(r,n)

a of all worlds from W(r,n)
a in which α holds is at least s. However, it is necessary

here that the set X definable by α is measurable, i.e., that X ∈ H (r,n)
a , since otherwise μ

(r,n)
a (X)

would not be defined. We adopt the approach from [7] where this problem is solved by using the
totally defined inner measure μ

(r,n)
�,a (X) = sup{μ(r,n)

a (Y) : Y ⊂ X, Y ∈ H (r,n)
a } based on μ

(r,n)
a ,

and then by considering a subclass of models in which sets of worlds definable by formulas are
measurable.

DEFINITION 3
Let M = 〈R,A,K,P〉 be a model. The satisfiability relation |� fulfils:

1. if p ∈ Var, (r, n) |� p iff p ∈ r(n),
2. (r, n) |� α ∧ β iff (r, n) |� α and (r, n) |� β,
3. (r, n) |� ¬β iff not (r, n) |� β (i.e., (r, n) |� β),
4. (r, n) |� ©β iff (r, n + 1) |� β,
5. (r, n) |� αUβ iff there is an integer j � n such that (r, j) |� β, and for every integer k, such

that n � k < j, (r, k) |� α,
6. (r, n) |� β iff n = 0, or n � 1 and (r, n − 1) |� β,
7. (r, n) |� αSβ iff there is an integer j ∈ [0, n] such that (r, j) |� β, and for every integer k, such

that j < k � n, (r, k) |� α,
8. (r, n) |� Kaβ iff (r′, n′) |� β for all (r′, n′) ∈ Ka(r, n),
9. (r, n) |� Cβ iff for every integer k � 0, (r, n) |� Ekβ,

10. (r, n) |� P�sβ iff μ
(r,n)
� ({r ∈ R : (r, 0) |� β}) � s.

11. (r, n) |� Pa,�sβ iff μ
(r,n)
�,a ({(r′, n′) ∈ W(r,n)

a : (r′, n′) |� β}) � s.

To simplify the notation, we use the following abbreviations:

– [β](r,n) = {r′ ∈ R (r′, 0) |� β}, and
– [β](r,n)

a = {(r′, n′) ∈ W(r,n)
a : (r′, n′) |� β}.

Note that by Definition 2, [β](r,n) does not depend on the possible world (r, n). Still, we keep
the superscript (r, n) since the corresponding algebra of sets of runs is associated to every possible
world.

The next example illustrates the previous definitions.
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100 Strong Completeness of the Logic

EXAMPLE 1
Let M = 〈R,A,K,P〉 be a model such that:

– R = {r1, r2},
– ¬q ∈ r1(k − 1), p, q ∈ r1(k), and p, ¬q ∈ r1(k + 1),
– q ∈ r2(k − 1), p, q ∈ r2(k),
– a ∈ A((r1, k + 1)), a ∈ A((r2, k)),
– Ka(r1, k + 1) = {(r1, k + 1), (r2, k), Ka(r2, k) = {(r1, k + 1), (r2, k),
– r1, r2 ∈ H (r1,k+1), μ(r1,k+1)(r1) = μ(r1,k+1)(r2) = 1

2 ,
– W(r2,k)

a = {(r1, k), (r1, k + 1), (r2, k)},
– {(r1, k), (r2, k)}, {(r1, k), (r1, k + 1), (r2, k)} ∈ H (r2,k)

a , and
– μ

(r2,k)
a ({(r1, k), (r1, k + 1), (r2, k)}) = 1, and μ

(r2,k)
a ({(r1, k), (r2, k)}) = 2

3 .

Then, by Definition 3:

– (r1, k + 1) |� Kap ∧ Ka q ∧ ¬Kaq ∧ ¬q,
– (r2, k) |� Kap ∧ Ka q ∧ ¬Kaq ∧ q,
– (r1, 0) |� ©kq ∧ ¬ ©k+1 q ∧ ©kp ∧ ©k+1p and
– (r2, 0) |� ©kq ∧ ©kp.

Since

– [©kp](r1,k+1) = {r1, r2}, [©k(p ∧ q) ∧ ©k−1q](r1,k+1) = {r2} and
– [p](r2,k)

a = {(r1, k), (r1, k + 1), (r2, k)}, [q](r2,k)
a = {(r1, k), (r2, k)}

we also have that

– (r1, k + 1) |� P�1 ©k p,
– (r1, k + 1) |� P� 1

2
©k (p ∧ q) ∧ ©k−1q,

– (r2, k) |� Pa,�1p and
– (r2, k) |� Pa,� 5

6
q.

Note that in Example 1 the sets of runs and possible worlds definable by formulas belong to
the corresponding algebras which guarantees that the satisfiability relation is well defined. More
formally, to ensure that, we will consider only models satisfying that all sets of the forms [β](r,n) and
[β](r,n)

a are measurable:

DEFINITION 4
A model M = 〈R,A,K,P〉 is measurable if

– for all (r, n) and β, [β](r,n) ∈ H (r,n) and
– for all (r, n), a and β, [β](r,n)

a ∈ H (r,n)
a .

The class of all measurable models is denoted Mod.

DEFINITION 5
A formula α is valid in a model M ∈ Mod (denoted M |� α) if for every possible world
(r, n) from M, (r, n) |� α. A formula α is valid (denoted |� α) if for every model M ∈ Mod,
M |� α.

A set of formulas T is satisfied in a possible world (r, n) from a model M ∈ Mod (denoted
(r, n) |� T), if for every α ∈ T, (r, n) |� α. A set of formulas T is satisfiable if there is a possible
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world (r, n) from a model M ∈ Mod such that (r, n) |� T. A formula α is satisfiable if the set {α} is
satisfiable.

A formula α is a semantical consequence of the set T of formulas (denoted T |� α) if for every
model M ∈ Mod and for every possible world (r, n) from M, if (r, n) |� T, then (r, n) |� α.

In the above defined notion of semantical consequences, T |� α, formulas from the theory T
correspond to local assumptions described in the context of modal logics [10].

EXAMPLE 2
Let T = {©kα k ∈ N} be satisfied in a possible world (r, n) from a model M ∈ Mod. It means that
(r, n) |� ©kα for every k. Then, is follows that (r, n) |� Gα, which means that {©kα k ∈ N} |� Gα.

2.3 Comments on definitions of models and satisfiability

Let us first comment on Definition 2. The intuition behind runs is that they describe possible
executions of a system. Here, r(n) is a truth function on propositional letters associated to the
possible world (r, n). Each run r has the starting possible world (r, 0) and its time flow is isomorphic
to the set N of non-negative integers. Thus, the past is bounded and it is not symmetric to the future.
In Example 3 some consequences of this choice are given. The function A formalizes the intended
property that the set of active agents needs not to be rigid. For every agent a ∈ A, a particular
accessibility relation Ka in a model is defined. In situations when agents are not active in possible
worlds there appear (in the terminology of the modal logics community) ‘dead end worlds’. If an
agent a is not active in (r, n), a ∈ A((r, n)), there is no possible world (including (r, n) itself)
accessible from (r, n) by Ka. Note that in that case the agent a knows all formulas, including the
false ones, i.e., (r, n) |� Ka(α ∧ ¬α). It is well known that such situations correspond to belief
(and not knowledge) of inactive agents. Section 4.3 considers a possible axiomatization of models
without dead ends, where agents are active in all possible worlds and each Ka is an equivalence
relation. Here we just note that, if a is active in (r, n), she knows only formulas that are true in (r, n)

since ref lexivity of Ka(r, n) follows from symmetry and transitivity and the existence of at least one
accessible world. To address this, in Section 4, axioms AKR–AKDE are in the form of implications
with antecedents that prevent ascribing ‘knowledge to an agent at any world where she is not present’
(see [14]). Furthermore, if (according to the agent a) (r′, n′) is accessible from (r, n), then a is active
not only in (r, n), but also in (r′, n′), i.e., a ∈ A((r′, n′)), since Ka is symmetric.

Measurable sets of objects in Mod-models are definable by formulas, and objects can be runs or
possible worlds. We distinguish between two different kinds of probabilities:

– local probabilities assessed by agents involved in executions of a system, and
– a global probability assessed by an observer, or a system designer, independent of agents.

Generally, it is possible that agents and observes measure either possible worlds or runs. The
choice of measurable sets and who measures those sets is not unique. For example, in [16, 17]
probabilities of runs are determined by agents and it is showed how to derive measures of possible
worlds from measures of runs. Here, because of the example discussed in Section 5, we are interested
in global probabilities of sets of runs having certain properties. Thus, we find it more suitable that
sets of runs are measured globally, while sets of possible worlds are measured locally by agents.
Consequently, in Definition 2, local probabilities (μ(r,n)

a ) are defined on sets of possible worlds,
while the global probability (μ(r,n)) measures sets of runs. Similarities in axiomatic descriptions of
those probabilities suggest that other choices of probabilities can be analogously formalized. Finally,
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102 Strong Completeness of the Logic

we note that, when probabilities of runs are discussed, we can consider definable sets of runs of the
following forms:

1. [α](r,n) = {r : (r, 0) |� Gα}, i.e., the set of runs such that α holds in every world of those runs;
2. [α](r,n) = {r : (r, 0) |� FGα}, i.e., the set of runs such that in each run α eventually starts to

hold forever;
3. [α](r,n) = {r : (r, 0) |� Fα}, the set of runs such that in each run α holds at least once;
4. [α](r,n) = {r : (r, 0) |� α}, the set of runs such that in each run α holds in the initial possible

world.

While all these possibilities can be used, it seems that the last one is more f lexible than the others,
in the sense that these first three can be expressed using the last one. For example, if we are interested
in runs in which α always (sometime) holds, we can describe them using [Gα](r,n) and [Fα](r,n),
respectively, in terms of the last possibility. So, we used the last interpretation called anchored in
[23]. In [17] measurable sets of runs are determined by the first possibility, i.e., (r, n) |� P�sα iff
μ(r,n)({r : (r, 0) |� Gα}) � s.

Next, consider Definition 3. The previous time operator , is the ‘weak previous operator’
[23]. One can also use the strong previous operator’ � = ¬ ¬. Formulas of the form �β

do not hold in (r, 0), for any run r. The next example illustrates some properties of the
operator .

EXAMPLE 3
By Definition 3, (r, 0) |� α holds for each formula α. It implies that for j ∈ N:

– (r, j) |� ∧j
l=0 ¬ l(α ∧ ¬α);

– (r, j) |� j+l(α ∧ ¬α), for every integer l > 0; and
– (r, j) |� P (α ∧ ¬α).

The existence of starting time instants implies that the past and the future are not symmetric. The
operator is not self-dual (while the operator © is, i.e., |� (¬ © ¬α) ↔ ©α) because for every
run r, (r, 0) |� α, (r, 0) |� ¬ ¬α, and

– (r, 0) |� α → ¬ ¬α.

On the other hand, note that the opposite direction is valid: |� ¬ ¬α → α.
Similarly, while |� © α → © α, the other direction ( © α → © α) is not valid, since it

may happen that (r, 0) |� α and (r, 0) |� © α, while (r, 0) |� © α always holds. However, if
we are not in a starting possible world (i.e., (r, i) |� ¬ (α ∧ ¬α)), then (r, i) |� © α → © α.
Finally, the formula ( α ∧ β) → (α ∧ β) is also valid.

In Definition 3 it is assumed that both the future and the past include the present:

– (r, n) |� Fα iff there is an integer j � n, such that (r, j) |� α and
– (r, n) |� Pα iff there is a nonnegative integer j � n, (r, j) |� α,

and the ref lexive, strong version of the until operator is considered, i.e., if αUβ holds in a time
instant, then β must eventually hold (and similarly for S).

Sometimes it is useful to formulate satisfiability of formulas of the form Cβ in an alternative, but
equivalent, way. First, let us say that the possible world (r′, k′) is reachable from the possible world
(r, k) if there is a finite sequence of possible worlds (r0, k0) = (r, k), (r1, k1), . . . , (rn, kn) = (r′, k′)
such that for every integer j ∈ [0, n − 1], (rj, kj)Kaj(rj+1, kj+1) for some aj ∈ A. Then,
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• (r, n) |� Cβ iff for every (r′, k′) reachable from (r, n), (r′, k′) |� β.

When definable sets of runs are examined above, we assume that r′ ∈ [β](r,n) if (r′, 0) |� β.
Alternatively we can use [β](r,n) = {r′ ∈ R (r′, 0) |� Gβ} or [β](r,n) = {r′ ∈ R (r′, 0) |� Fβ}. While
these definitions can be used, it seems that the first one is more f lexible than the other two, since it
can express the others. For example, if we are interested in runs in which β always (sometime) holds,
we can describe them using [Gβ](r,n) ([Fβ](r,n)).

The next example illustrates expressibility of PTEL by giving formulas which combines the
temporal, epistemic and probabilistic operators.

EXAMPLE 4
The formula

P=s(G(
∧
a∈A

KaPb,�rα → ©CPa,�rα))

can be read as ‘s is the probability of the set of runs satisfying that always holds for every agent a if
a knows that the probability of α given by the agent b is at least r, then in the next time instant it is
common knowledge among agents that the probability of α given by a is at least r’.

The well-known knowledge axiom, which states that everything an agent knows is true, can be
written as

Kaα → α.

The formula

Ka © α → ©Kaα

means that the agent a does not forget [9].

3 Non-compactness

An important theorem

THEOREM 1 (Compactness).
A set of formulas is satisfiable iff every finite subset of it is satisfiable.

does not hold for PTEL. Here are some examples of sets of formulas that violate compactness:

– {©kα k ∈ N} ∪ {¬Gα};
– {Ekα k ∈ N} ∪ {¬Cα};
– {P�1/kα k ∈ N} ∪ {¬P=0α}, etc.

For example, consider the last set and one of its finite subsets denoted T. Let α be a propositional
letter p and k the largest integer such that P�1/kp ∈ T. It is not hard to see that there is a model
M ∈ Mod such that the probability of the set [p](r,n) is 1

k+1 > 0 so that all formulas from T are
satisfied. On the other hand, there is no real-valued probability such that the measure of the set
[p](r,n) is positive and less than 1

k , for every k ∈ N.
Existence of the mentioned sets implies that there is no recursive strongly complete axiomatization

of our logic [32]. We will provide an infinitary axiomatization such that infiniteness is present only
in meta language which means that
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104 Strong Completeness of the Logic

– formulas are finite;
– there are inference rules with countably many premises (and one conclusion); and
– proofs are allowed to be infinite.

Note that any finitary axiomatization for PTEL could be only weakly complete. In that case
the above unsatisfiable sets would be consistent since finite satisfiability implies consistency w.r.t.
any finitary axiomatization. It means that syntactic and semantical consequences do not coincide.
To resolve this logical issue, we introduce infinitary inference rules. It is illustrated in Example 5
that the above discussed set of probabilistic formulas is inconsistent w.r.t. our axiomatization, while
similar proofs can be given for all sets that violate compactness.

4 Strongly complete axiomatization

The axiomatic system AxPTEL for PTEL contains the following axiom schemata and inference rules:
I Propositional axioms and rules

II Axioms and rules for reasoning about time
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Strong Completeness of the Logic 105

III Axioms and rules for reasoning about knowledge

IV Axioms and rules for reasoning about probability on runs

V Axioms and rules for reasoning about probability on possible worlds

Now, we can define the notions of proofs and derivability, theorems and syntactic consequences,
(in)consistency, maximal consistent sets and deductively closed sets that are crucial in the complete-
ness proof.

DEFINITION 6
Let λ be a finite or countable ordinal.

A formula α is a theorem, denoted by � α, if there is an (at most countable) sequence of formulas
α0, α1, . . . , αλ+1 from For, such that

– αλ+1 = α; and
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106 Strong Completeness of the Logic

– every αi is an instance of some axiom schema or is obtained from the preceding formulas by
an application of an inference rule.

A formula α is derivable from a set T of formulas (T � α, α is a syntactic consequence of T) if
there is an (at most countable) sequence of formulas α0, α1, . . . , αλ+1 from For such that

– αλ+1 = α; and
– every αi is an instance of some axiom schema or a formula from the set T, or it is obtained

from the previous formulas by an application of an inference rule, with the exception that the
premises of the inference rules R©N, R N, RKaN, RGPN and RPN must be theorems.

The corresponding sequence of formulas is a proof for α (from the set T).

Note that the length of a proof is an at most countable successor ordinal, and that a formula is a
theorem if it is derivable from the empty set.

DEFINITION 7
A set T of formulas is inconsistent w.r.t. AxPTEL (or simply inconsistent) if T � α for every
formula α, otherwise it is AxPTEL-consistent (or simply consistent). A set T of formulas is AxPTEL-
maximal consistent (or simply maximal consistent) if it is consistent, and each proper superset of T
is inconsistent.

A set of formulas T is deductively closed (w.r.t. AxPTEL) if it contains all formulas derivable from
T, i.e., α ∈ T whenever T � α.

4.1 Comments on AxPTEL

It is not uncommon in infinitary logics that a proof from a theory T is defined as any sequence of
formulas 〈αi i < λ〉 (here λ is an ordinal) such that for each i, αi is either an axiom, or αi ∈ T,
or it can be derived by certain derivation rule applied on some previous members of the sequence.
As a consequence, it is possible that a proofs does not have the endpoint (the case when λ is a limit
ordinal). For example, one such sequence is given by

〈P≥10−n p ∨ P≤10−n p n ∈ ω〉.
However, T � α always means that there is a proof 〈αi i < λ〉 from T ending with α, which means
that λ is a successor ordinal. Hence, we have restricted the ordered type of proofs to such ordinals
(the proofs whose ordered type is a limit ordinal are redundant, at least with respect to the study of
the consequence relation �).

Another natural question that may arise is why are the lengths of proofs limited to countable
ordinals, i.e., why we do not allow for λ to be any successor ordinal. Again, the reason is that
such proofs are redundant. Namely, they can be reduced to countable proofs. This can be shown by
transfinite induction on the length of inference as follows.

Suppose that λ is any ordinal, T is a theory, 〈αi i ≤ λ〉 is a proof from T, and that, for all i < λ,
αi has a countable proof from T. There are the following cases:

– αλ is an axiom, or αλ ∈ T. Then the required proof is a single formula sequence 〈αλ〉;
– αλ is derived from αi and αi → αλ by application of MP. By induction hypothesis, there are

successor ordinals λ1, λ2 < ω1 and proofs 〈βi i ≤ λ1〉 and 〈γi i ≤ λ2〉 form T so that βλ1 = αi
and γλ2 = αi → αλ. Now the concatenation of the sequences

〈βi i ≤ λ1〉 + 〈γi i ≤ λ2〉 + 〈αλ〉
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Strong Completeness of the Logic 107

is a proof of αλ from T whose ordered type is λ1 + λ2 + 1 < ω1, i.e. we have obtained
a countable proof for αλ. The cases for the necessitation rules (R©N, R N, RKaN, RGPN,
RPN) follow in the same way;

– αλ is obtained by an application of some infinitary inference rule on the set of premises
{αi,n n < ω}. By induction hypothesis, there are countable successor ordinals λn, n < ω and
proofs 〈βn,j j ≤ λn〉 from T so that, for each n, βn,λn = αi,n. Now the concatenation of the
sequences

⊕
n<ω

〈βn,j j ≤ λn〉 + 〈αλ〉

is a proof of αλ from T whose order type is
∑

n<ω λn + 1 < ω1, i.e. we have obtained a
countable proof for αλ.

Axiom schemas and rules A©¬–AUF, R©N, and AK→, AKS, AKT, ACE and RKaN are used in
standard finitary axiomatizations [9, 11, 20, 23] for reasoning about the temporal future operators
in linear discrete time, and about knowledge, respectively. The axioms AK→, AKR (without the
antecedent), AKS and AKT are known as the modal axioms K,T,B and 4, respectively. In the
framework of epistemic logic AKR (without the antecedent) and AKT are also referred to as the
axioms of knowledge and positive introspection. It is well known that AK→, AKR (without the
antecedent), AKS and AKT implies so-called axiom of negative introspection ¬Kaα → Ka¬Kaα.
Axiom schemas and rules A ¬–AP and R N are related to the temporal past operators, while
AKR–AKDE are introduced to deal with knowledge of (non)active agents.

The axioms and rules from the groups IV and V are similar, which is not surprising since they
formalize reasoning about probabilities. They are versions of the strongly complete axiomatization
for the class of measurable models with real valued probability functions [32]. We need both groups
since the language of our logic contains probabilistic operators for probabilities defined on runs and
on possible worlds. The only exception is Axiom AGP in the group IV without a counterpart in
the group V. This axiom guarantees that the probability of the set of all runs is 1. Note that the set of
runs beginning with possible worlds in which (α ∧ ¬α) holds and the set of all runs coincide.

The rules RU, RS, RC, RGA and RA are infinitary, i.e., each of them has a countable set of
assumptions and one conclusion. An equivalent form of Rule RGA is [[Insert image06]] A similar
form can be given for Rule RA. The infinitary rules guarantee that sets from Section 3 that violate
compactness are inconsistent. The next example illustrates this property for the set with probabilistic
formulas.

EXAMPLE 5
Let T = {P�1/kα : k ∈ N} ∪ {¬P=0α}. Then,

T � ¬P=0α, since ¬P=0α ∈ T
T � P�1/kα, since P�1/kα ∈ T, for every k ∈ N

T � P�0α, by Rule RGA′
T � P=0α, by Axiom AGP1 and definition of P=0
T � ⊥.
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108 Strong Completeness of the Logic

Note that, if k = 0 the infinitary inference rules are reduced to much simpler forms. For example,
the rule RA becomes:

Using the mentioned abbreviations for the probabilistic operators, the following versions of the
above axioms can be obtained:

and used where it is appropriate.
Finally, we should mention that in the proofs given below we will often use induction on the

structure of a formulas, where the structure is expressed using the rank function rk(·) [3] which
assigns ordinal ranks to formulas, e.g., rk(Cγ ) := ω + rk(γ ), and satisfies that

1. rk(γ1) < rk(γ ) if γ1 is a proper subformula of γ ; and
2. rk(Eiγ ) < rk(Cγ ) for every i ∈ N.

4.2 Strong completeness of AxPTEL

In this Section we state the main theorems related to soundness and strong completeness of the
axiomatic system AxPTEL. Their proofs and auxiliary statements are given in Appendix A. The
main idea in proving strong completeness is to follow the steps of Henkin’s procedure [19] adapted
for our non-compact modal framework with infinitary inference rules. The procedure consists of the
following main steps:

• We first prove a Deduction Theorem 4, and some auxiliary statements, where of particular
importance is the Strong necessitation Theorem 5.

• Next, using Lindenbaum’s Theorem 6 we show how to extend a consistent set T of formulas to
a maximal consistent set.

• Then, we use maximal consistent sets of formulas to define the canonical model and prove that
it is a Mod-model.

• Finally, we prove that a formula is satisfied in a possible world of the canonical model iff it
belongs to the maximal consistent set of formulas which corresponds to the considered possible
world.

THEOREM 2 (Soundness for AxPTEL).
� β implies |� β.

THEOREM 3 (Soundness for AxPTEL).
� β implies |� β.
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THEOREM 4 (Deduction theorem).
If T ⊂ For, then

T, {α} � β iff T � α → β.

THEOREM 5 (Strong necessitation).
If T ⊂ For and T � γ , then

1. ©T � ©γ ;
2. T � γ ; and
3. KaT � Kaγ , for every a ∈ A.

THEOREM 6 (Lindenbaum’s theorem).
Every AxPTEL-consistent set of formulas T can be extended to a maximal AxPTEL-consistent set
T∗.

Now, we define the notion of canonical model. First note that the set X0 = { (α∧¬α) : α ∈ For}
is consistent. Indeed, by Lemma 6.12 each maximal consistent set T contains { i(α ∧ ¬α) : α ∈
For} for some positive i. If i = 1, it means that X0 is consistent as a subset of a consistent set. If
i > i, then by Lemma 6.13, T− is maximal consistent. By the same argument, it follows that the
set X0 is consistent.

Possible worlds of the canonical model correspond to maximal consistent sets of formulas, while
we define sequences of maximal consistent sets and the corresponding runs as follows:

• Let the set Mcs contain all maximal consistent extensions of the set X0. Elements of Mcs
correspond to starting possible worlds of runs in the canonical model. Theorem 6 guarantees
that Mcs is nonempty. Note also that Lemma 5.7 shows that for every α ∈ For, and every
S ∈ Mcs, α ∈ S.

• For an arbitrary S ∈ Mcs, we define the sequence of maximal consistent sets and the
corresponding run rS in the following way:

– S0 = S;
– for i ∈ N, Si+1 = S−©

i . Every Si+1 is maximal consistent (see Lemma 6.14);
– for i ∈ N and every propositional letter p ∈ Var, p ∈ rS(i) iff p ∈ Si.

Let R∗ contain all such runs and W∗ be the set of all possible worlds. Then we define

• A∗ : W∗ → P(A) such that for every agent a ∈ A:

– a ∈ A∗((rS, n)) iff Aa ∈ Sn.

• K∗, the set of accessibility relations on possible worlds such that for every agent a ∈ A:

– If a ∈ A∗((rS, n)), then (rS, n)K∗
a(r

′, n′) is false for all (r′, n′); otherwise
– (rS, n)K∗

a(r
S’, n′) iff S−Ka

n = {α : Kaα ∈ Sn} ⊂ S’n′ .

• P∗ is a function on the set W∗ such that P∗((rS, n)) = 〈H∗,(rS,n), μ∗,(rS,n), {P∗
a : a ∈ A}〉 and

– for every α ∈ For, [[α]](r
S,n) = {rS’ ∈ R∗ : α ∈ S’0};

– H∗,(rS,n) is a family of sets {[[α]](r
S,n) : α ∈ For};

– μ∗,(rS,n) : H∗,(rS,n) → [0, 1] such that μ∗,(rS,n)([[α]](r
S,n)) = sup{t ∈ [0, 1]Q : P�tα ∈

Sn}; and
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110 Strong Completeness of the Logic

– for every agent a ∈ A, P∗
a is a function on possible worlds (rS, n) ∈ W∗ defined as

P∗
a ((rS, n)) = 〈W∗

a(r
S, n), H∗

a (rS, n), μ∗
a(r

S, n)〉, where:

∗ W∗,(rS,n)
a = W∗;

∗ for every α ∈ For, [[α]](r
S,n)

a = {(rS’, n′) ∈ W∗,(rS,n)
a : α ∈ S’n′ };

∗ H∗,(rS,n)
a is a family of sets {[[α]](r

S,n)
a : α ∈ For}; and

∗ μ
∗,(rS,n)
a : Ha(rS, n) → [0, 1] such that μ

∗,(rS,n)
a ([[α]](r

S,n)
a ) = sup{t ∈ [0, 1]Q :

Pa,�tα ∈ Sn}.

DEFINITION 8
Let R∗, A∗, K∗ and P∗ be defined as above. The canonical model is the tuple M∗ =
〈R∗,A∗,K∗,P∗〉.

Note that Definition 8 of the canonical model M∗ relies on sets of the forms [[α]](r
S,n) and

[[α]](r
S,n)

a , while in Definition 2 sets of the forms [α](r,n) and [α](r,n)
a are used. Recall that [α](r,n) and

[α](r,n)
a are defined using the satisfiability relation, which is not the case for [[α]](r

S,n) and [[α]](r
S,n)

a .
So, we have to prove:

THEOREM 7
The canonical model M∗ is a Mod-model.

For any AxPTEL-consistent set of formulas T and its maximal consistent extension T∗
Lemma 6.15 guarantees that there is a sequence of maximal consistent sets S0, S1, . . . , such
that for some k, Sk = T∗. Finally, the following follows:

THEOREM 8 (Strong completeness for AxPTEL).
A set T of formulas is AxPTEL-consistent iff it is satisfiable.

4.3 Characterization of some other classes of models

In this section we discuss how different aspects of the proposed semantics can be adapted for some
specific situations that can appear when one analysis multi-agent systems.

Let us start by considering a distinction between knowledge and belief. It is noted in [26] that
the class Mod of models (defined there without the probabilistic part) characterizes a weaker form
of knowledge–belief (where an agent might belief in false statements) and that to reason about
knowledge of agents we should consider another class of models in which everything that agents
know is true:

DEFINITION 9
The class Modr of models contains all Mod-models which satisfies that the set of active agents is
rigid and that all Ka are equivalence relations, i.e., that for every possible world (r, n):

• A((r, n)) = A; and
• Ka(r, n) is a ref lexive, transitive and symmetric accessibility relations.

It is well known that in models from the class Modr everything that agents know is true. Note
that the same holds in Mod-models for active agents. Also, note that for Mod-models the following
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holds: if (r, n) |� Aa and (r, n)Ka(r′, n′), then (r′, n′) |� Aa. Otherwise, if (r′, n′) |� Aa, then it is not
(r′, n′)Ka(r, n), which contradicts our assumption about symmetry of Ka.

If the set of agents is rigid, to axiomatize the class Modr we should include an additional, so-called
Knowledge axiom:

AK2. Kaα → α

which implies ref lexivity of the accessibility relations Ka.
The above presented semantics is in some sense general, i.e., it does not address interactions

of temporal, probabilistic, and epistemic parts, so there are no axioms with mixed temporal,
probabilistic and/or epistemic operators that restrict the considered class of models. Such axioms
can be introduced in various ways. For example, the paper [28] specifies an additional relationship
between temporal and probabilistic features by adding an axiom (the notation is adjusted for this
paper) ¬α → (Pa,�sα → ©Pa,�sα), which characterizes models with the property that if α does
not hold in a time instant, then in the next time instant its probability will not decrease.

A set of conditions (consistency, objectivity, state determined property and uniformity) that relate
knowledge and probability are introduced in [7]. It is explained in [37] how those conditions can
be axiomatized using the language which is similar to the one used in this paper. For example,
having in mind that in PTEL agents are allowed to be inactive, the consistency condition CONS
requires that an active agent can assign probabilities only to subsets of accessible worlds, i.e., that
W(r,n)

a ⊂ Ka(r, n) holds for every a active in (r, n). Then, the axiom Aa ∧ (Kaα → Pa,�1α) is the
syntactic counterpart of CONS.

EXAMPLE 6
Let us consider the following formulas:

• α = Ka¬p ∧ Pa,�1p; and
• β = C(p ∧ ∧

a∈A Pa,=0p).

They are Mod-satisfiable, which might not follow intuition about interaction of knowledge and
probability. This issue can be addressed by extending AxPTEL with the CONS-axiom Aa ∧ (Kaγ →
Pa,�1γ ). The formulas α and β can be satisfied only in possible worlds in which agents are inactive
or W(r,n)

a ⊂ Ka(r, n). Since the CONS-axiom makes all agents active and provides that W(r,n)
a ⊂

Ka(r, n), α and β become contradictions.

Furthermore, examples of interactions between knowledge and time considered in [9] include
synchronous systems, systems with perfect recall, etc. Strongly complete axiomatizations for the
corresponding classes of models can be obtained following the ideas presented there.

In synchronous systems it is assumed that agents have access to a global clock, so that in a possible
world (r, n) an agent considers accessible only possible worlds with the same second coordinate
(which corresponds to time). More formally, the class of synchronous models Modsync is defined as
follows:

DEFINITION 10
The class Modsync of models contains all Mod-models which satisfies that:

• if (r, n)Ka(r′, n′), then n = n′.
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112 Strong Completeness of the Logic

It turns out that the axiom system AxPTEL presented in Section 4 is also strongly complete w.r.t.
the class Modsync. The only change in the completeness proof should be made when the accessibility
relations in the canonical model are defined so that

• (rS, n)K∗
a(r

S’, n′) iff n = n′ and S−Ka
n = {α : Kaα ∈ Sn} ⊂ S’n′ .

In systems with perfect recall agents do not forget, while a strongly complete axiomatizations for
the corresponding class Modpr can be obtained by adding (see [9])

AKT2. Ka © α → ©Kaα

5 Modeling of the blockchain protocol

The nowadays very popular BlockChain protocol was introduced in the following way (quotation
from [27]):

1. New transactions are broadcast to all nodes.
2. Each node collects new transactions into a block.
3. Each node works on finding a difficult proof-of-work for its block.
4. When a node finds a proof-of-work, it broadcasts the block to all nodes.
5. Nodes accept the block only if all transactions in it are valid and not already spent.
6. Nodes express their acceptance of the block by working on creating the next block in the

chain, using the hash of the accepted block as the previous hash.

Nodes always consider the longest chain, i.e., the one containing the most proofs-of-work, to
be the correct one and will keep working on extending it. If two nodes broadcast different
versions of the next block simultaneously, some nodes may receive one or the other first. In
that case, they work on the first one they received, but save the other branch in case it becomes
longer. The tie will be broken when the next proof-of-work is found and one branch becomes
longer; the nodes that were working on the other branch will then switch to the longer one.

A round of the protocol execution consists of the above steps (1–6). During a round an agent
(called ‘node’ in [27]) collects transactions into a block m and tries to solve a cryptographic puzzle
w.r.t. m and a pointer to the last block of its local ledger (called ‘chain’ in [27]). If it succeeds, the
agent adds the block to its ledger and broadcasts it to other nodes. A situation called fork occurs when
agents simultaneously receive several solutions. In that case, each agent chooses one of them, and
works on it keeping the other ledgers (called ‘branches’ in [27]). Forks are resolved in later rounds
when one branch becomes longer then the others and the agents that have been working on the other
(now shorter) branches will then switch to the longer one. One of the essential properties that the
blockchain protocol should guarantee, called consistency [17, 39], is that with a high probability
agents achieve consensus about a long prefix of the public ledger.

In the sequel the notion ’‘proof-of-work’ is used to denote production of a solution of the
mentioned cryptographic puzzle related to a set of transactions, without considering what is the
method to obtain a solution (e.g., ‘proof-of-work’ used for bitcoins, but also ‘proof-of-memory’,
etc.). Also, we do not assume any specific way to achieve consensus between agents (it can be
acceptance of fastest solution, Byzantine agreement, etc.). Concerning properties of the blockchain
protocol that we analyse, our focus is on a high probability that all agents have a sufficiently long
common prefix of their ledgers. The honesty of agents does not play any significant role in the
stability of agents’ ledgers, so it is not considered in the sequel. On the other hand, coherence of
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reasoning of agents has significant impact on executions of the protocol. Hence, agents’ soundness
w.r.t. PTEL is required. Finally, since we do not analyze cryptographic properties of the protocol
the assumption about asynchronicity, as the paper [33] explains, can be neglected and we suppose
that the blockchain protocol runs in a synchronous setting. In the case of Bitcoin the average time
until an agent receives a new block is 6.5 seconds whereas the next block will be only produced
after 10 minutes (on average) [5]. In our model, in one round at least one (but maybe several) blocks
are produced, they are immediately broadcasted, and each agent accepts one of them. Then the next
round starts and next proofs-of-work are computed. So, our further assumptions about the execution
scenario of the protocol are as follows:

• Blocks are sent across the network much faster than they are created. Every new block is
received by agents in the round in which the block is produced.

• While some messages may get lost, in every round every active agent receives at least one new
block.

• If an agent produces a new block, it adds that block to its chain.

In Bitcoin forks are resolved according to (see [15, 27]):

• Let z be the number of blocks validated by the honest agents and let Pr(z) be the probability
that an attacker will win a double spend race (i.e., to succeed to spend the same money more
than once) to replace the blocks in the ledger.

• Then Pr(z) tends exponentially to 0 as z increases.

Thus, in practice, forks will be resolved with some (high) probability.
Our aim is to define a set of axioms for BlockChain, which implies that agents with high

probability obtain consensus that long prefixes of their ledgers coincide. In a different setting this
is done in [25]. Namely, since the probabilistic part of PTEL is not present, in the logic from [25]
high probabilities are approximated with knowledge of agents. Here we are able to formally express
probabilities and directly model probabilistic features of consensus in BlockChain.

Let ε ∈ [0, 1]Q \ {0, 1} be a predefined rational number. The intended meaning of ε is ‘the lower
bound of the probability that exactly one agent produces a proof-of-work in a round’. Next, let
a, b and c denote agents from A. We additionally structure the set Var of propositional letters by
assuming that it contains the following pairwise disjoint sets of symbols:

• POW = {powa|a ∈ A} is a set of atomic propositions, with the intended meaning of powa
that the agent a produces a proof-of-work;

• ACC = {acca,b|a, b ∈ A} is a set of atomic propositions, with the intended meaning of acca,b
that the agent a accepts the proof-of-work produced by the agent b; and

• LDG = {ldga,b,k a, b ∈ A, k ∈ N, k ≥ 1} is a set of atomic propositions, with the intended
meaning of ldga,b,k that agents a and b have the same first k blocks in their ledgers.

We also use the following abbreviations:

• ea = ∧
b∈A(Ab → accb,a), with the intended meaning that every active agent accepts the

proof-of-work produced by the agent a;
• echb = ∨

a∈A accb,a, with the intended meaning that the agent b accepts some proof-of-work;
and

• (pow = k) = ∨
X⊂A,|X|=k(

∧
a∈X powa ∧ ∧

b ∈X ¬powb), with the intended meaning that
exactly k agents produce proof-of-work. Formulas of the form (pow � k), (pow > k), etc.,
have the obvious meaning.
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We will consider a subclass of Mod, denoted ModBC , whose elements we use to semantically
model BlockChain.

DEFINITION 11
A Mod-model M = 〈R,A,K,P〉 is a ModBC-model if the following holds for every possible world
(r, n):

• there is at least one powa such that (r, n) |� powa;
• if (r, n) |� powa, then (r, n) |� Aa, i.e., only active agents can produce proofs-of-work;
• if (r, n) |� accb,a, then (r, n) |� powa, i.e., an agent can only accept proof-of-work that has

been produced;
• if (r, n) |� Aa, then there is exactly one b such that (r, n) |� acca,b, i.e., in each possible world

an active agent accepts exactly one proof-of-work for;
• the probability μ(r,n) of the event ©i(pow > 1) has an upper bound 1 − ε;
• the events ©i1(pow = k1), . . . , ©im(pow = km) for ij = il are independent w.r.t. to the

probability μ(r,n), i.e.,

μ(r,n)

⎛
⎝[∧

i∈Y

©ipow = ki

](r,n)
⎞
⎠ =

∏
i∈y

μ(r,n)([©ipow = ki](r,n));

• for every integer k � 1:

– (r, n) |� ldga,a,k iff k � n + 1, i.e., in the n + 1th round any ledger cannot contain more
that n + 1 blocks;

– (r, n) |� ldga,b,k → ldgb,a,k , i.e., the equality between ledgers is symmetric;
– (r, n) |� ldga,b,k ∧ ldgb,c,k → ldga,c,k , i.e., the equality between ledgers is transitive; and
– (r, n) |� ldga,b,k → ldga,b,j, j ≤ k, i.e., the corresponding prefixes of equal ledgers

coincide,

• so, the equality between ledgers is an equivalence relation which is sound w.r.t. to the length of
ledgers;

• (r, n) |� ⊥ ∧ ©kacca,b → ldga,b,k+1, i.e., if a accepts b’s proof-of-work, a also accepts b’s
ledger; and

• (r, n) |� ⊥∧©kea ∧©k+jAb → ldgb,a,k+1, i.e., if all accepted proofs-of-work coincide, agents
will not change the corresponding part of their ledgers.

ModBC-models associate rounds with possible worlds, so that the round i (i � 1) of an execution
of the blockchain protocol represented by an run r corresponds to (r, i − 1). Blocks in a ledger are
enumerated 1, 2, . . . The next lemma shows that the class ModBC is not empty.

LEMMA 1
There is a model M ∈ ModBC .

PROOF. Let a ∈ A and M = 〈R,A,K,P〉 be any Mod such that:

• R = {r};
• i ≥ 0, Ka((r, i)) = {(r, i)}, A((r, i)) = {a}, H (r,i) = {{r}, ∅}, μ(r,i)({r}) = 1, H (r,i)

a = {∅, W},
μ

(r,i)
a (W) = 1;
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• (r, i) |� powa;
• (r, i) |� acca,a; and
• (r, i) |� ldga,a,k iff k ∈ {1, . . . , i + 1}.
This model satisfies all properties of ModBC-models. �
Note also that Theorem 10 witnesses existence of models with multiple runs and active agents,

and with more complex accessibility relations and measures.
To axiomatize ModBC we extend the axiom system AxPTEL with the axioms given in Table 1. The

obtained system is denoted by AxBC. In particular, the axioms AB1–AB5 provide essential relations
between producing and accepting proofs-of-work. Axiom AB6 gives an upper bound that more
than one agent produce proofs-of-work. The axioms AB7 and AB8 (combined with RGA) imply
independence of the events described by pow = k in different rounds. The axioms AB9–AB12
express the essential properties of the equality of ledgers. Axiom AB13 connects acceptance of a
proof-of-work and updating the ledger by an agent. Axiom AB14 guarantees that once established
consensus on the ledgers never changes.

The symbols |�ModBC and �AxBC are used to denote validity and provability w.r.t. the class ModBC
and the axiom system AxBC, respectively. By straightforward adaptations of proofs of the theorems 3
and 8 the following theorems can be shown:

THEOREM 9 (Soundness for AxBC).
�AxBC β implies |�ModBC β.

THEOREM 10 (Strong completeness for AxBC).
A set T of formulas is AxBC-consistent iff it is ModBC-satisfiable.

PROOF. We can build the canonical model by following the procedure from Section 4.2. The
axioms AB1–AB14 correspond to semantical constraints from Definition 1. Particularly, the axioms
AB7 and AB8 guarantee independence w.r.t the measures μ(r,n), which can be shown by a direct
application of rule RGA as in [34,Theorem 4.4]. It follows that the canonical model belongs to
ModBC . �

In the remaining part of the section we prove statements about properties of BlockChain. A trivial
consequence of AB1 and AB2 is that at least one agent is active in each round:

LEMMA 2

�AxBC

∨
b∈A

Ab.

Lemma 2 and AB4 imply that there cannot be an agreement of acceptance of two different proofs-
of-work.

LEMMA 3
For a, c ∈ A, a = c: �AxBC ea → ¬ec.

PROOF. Note that
∧

b∈A(Ab → accb,a) → ¬∧
b∈A(Ab → accb,c) does not hold only if for each

active agent b both accb,a and accb,c hold, which contradicts AB4. �
We can also prove that the common history persists, i.e., agreements cannot be undone.
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TABLE 1 Blockchain axioms BCTP

AB1
∨

a∈A powa In each round at least one agent
produces proof-of-work.

AB2 powa → Aa Only active agents can produce
proofs-of-work.

AB3 accb,a → powa One can only accept proof-of-work
that has been produced.

AB4 accb,a → ¬accb,c, for each c = a An agent accepts at most one proof-
of-work for a given round.

AB5 Aa → echa Each active agent must accept
one of the produced proofs-of-
work. Note that we do not have
any assumption on how an agent
accepts a proof.

AB6 P�1−ε ©i (pow > 1) The probability that more than one
agent create proof-of-work for a
round is bounded from above.

AB7
∧

i∈Y P�si ©i (pow = ki) →
P�s

∧
i∈Y ©i(pow = ki)s = ∏

a∈X sa, Y is
a finite subset of N, ki ∈ {1, . . . , |A| }

Necessary condition for indepen-
dence of (pow = k)’s in different
rounds.

AB8
∧

i∈Y P�si ©i (pow = ki) →
P�s

∧
i∈Y ©i(pow = ki)s = ∏

a∈X sa, Y is
a finite subset of N, ki ∈ {1, . . . , |A| }

Necessary condition for indepen-
dence of (pow = k)’s in different
rounds.

AB9 ( n+1⊥ ∧ ¬ n⊥) → ldga,a,k , k � n + 1 Reflexivity for equality of ledgers.
AB10 ldga,b,k → ldgb,a,k Symmetry for equality of ledgers.
AB11 ldga,b,k ∧ ldgb,c,k → ldga,c,k Transitivity for equality of ledgers.
AB12 ldga,b,k → ldga,b,j, j ≤ k Soundness: equality of prefixes of

equal ledgers.
AB13 ⊥ ∧ ©kacca,b → ldga,b,k+1 Accepting of a pow in the k-th

round implies the acceptance of the
corresponding ledger.

AB14 ⊥ ∧ ©kea ∧ ©k+jAb → ldgb,a,k+1 Persistence: once achieved consen-
sus cannot be changed in the future.

LEMMA 4
If all active agents agree to accept the same proof-of-work in the round k, then in any future all active
agents will have the same first k + 1 blocks in their ledgers.

PROOF. Let ea hold in the round k. By AB13 all active agents have the same first k + 1 blocks in
their ledgers. By AB14 this holds in every future round. �

Finally, Theorem 11 states that it is common knowledge among agents that with high probability
long prefixes of their ledgers coincide. This can be compared to [17, Theorem 6.3] and [39, Theorem
2].
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THEOREM 11
Let ε be the predefined probability threshold and z ∈ N. Then,

�AxBC C P�1−(1−ε)z+1

z∨
i=0

©i
∨
a∈A

ea.

PROOF. First note that pow = 1 implies
∨

a∈A ea, i.e., all active agents accept the same proof-of-
work.

Since by AB1, �AxBC ¬(pow = 0), from the valid formula |� ¬(pow > 1) ↔ ((pow =
0) ∨ (pow = 1)) it follows that

�AxBC ¬(pow > 1) ↔ (pow = 1). (1)

Using (1) and AB15 we have that

�AxBC ¬
z∧

i=0

©i(pow > 1) ↔
z∨

i=0

©i(pow = 1). (2)

Next, from (2) by using Rule RGPN and Lemma 5.14 it follows that for every s ∈ [0, 1]Q

�AxBC P�s(

z∧
i=0

©i(pow > 1)) ↔ P�1−s(

z∨
i=0

©i(pow = 1)). (3)

By AB6–AB8 we have that

�AxBC P�(1−ε)z+1(

z∧
i=0

©i(pow > 1)). (4)

Then, (3) and (4) give

�AxBC P�1−(1−ε)z+1(

z∨
i=0

©i(pow = 1)). (5)

Since �AxBC (pow = 1) → ∨
a∈A ea, we have that

�AxBC

z∨
i=0

©i(pow = 1) →
z∨

i=0

©i
∨
a∈A

ea. (6)

Thus, from (5) and (6) it follows

�AxBC P�1−(1−ε)z+1(

z∨
i=0

©i
∨
a∈A

ea). (7)

From (7) using Rule RKaN we obtain:

�AxBC Kc P�1−(1−ε)z+1(

z∨
i=0

©i
∨
a∈A

ea)
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for arbitrary c and hence

�AxBC E P�1−(1−ε)z+1(

z∨
i=0

©i
∨
a∈A

ea).

By repeating applications of Rule RKaN we have

�AxBC Em P�1−(1−ε)z+1(

z∨
i=0

©i
∨
a∈A

ea)

for arbitrary m and so by Rule RC the statement follows. �

6 The first-order case

As it is mentioned in Section 1, the papers [1, 36, 38] prove that the set of valid formulas in epistemic
(and temporal and probabilistic, respectively) first-order logic is not recursively enumerable. It
means that no complete finitary axiomatization is possible at all and that there are no finitary
tools to adequately model reasoning in this framework. In this section we introduce FOPTEL,
a first-order extension of PTEL. The previously described approach allows this transition to be
obtained smoothly without much technical effort, by extending the formal language and adding
the corresponding first-order axioms to the axiom system AxPTEL. To avoid repetition of details
mentioned above, we just sketch the main ideas following [28, 31, 37]. The language of FOPTEL,
beside classical, temporal, epistemic and probabilistic operators, contains the first-order quantifier
∀, and m-ary relation symbols Rm

0 , Rm
1 , . . . , and function symbols Fm

0 , Fm
1 , . . . , for every m ∈ N.

The notions of constants, terms, free variables, term that is free for a variable, formulas, and ∃ are
defined as usual. The set of sentences, i.e., formulas without free variables, is denoted by Sent. If α

is a formula, α(t/x) is obtained by substituting all free occurrences of x in α by the term t which is
free for x in α

A model M is any tuple 〈R,D, I,A,K,P〉 such that R, A, K and P are defined in the same way
as in Definition 2, and

• D is a non empty domain, and
• I associates an interpretation I((r, n)) with every possible world (r, n) ∈ W such that for all j

and k:

– I((r, n))(Fk
j ) is a function from Dk to D;

– for every (r′, n′) ∈ W, I((r, n))(Fk
j ) = I((r′, n′))(Fk

j ); and

– I((r, n))(Pk
j ) is a relation over Dk .

Let M be a model. A variable valuation v assigns some element of the domain to every variable x,
v(x) ∈ D. If d ∈ D, and v is a valuation, then v[d/x] is a valuation like v except that v[d/x](x) = d.
The value of a term t in a possible world (r, n) ∈ W wrt. v (denoted by I((r, n))(t)v) is as follows:

• if t is a variable x, then I((r, n))(x)v = v(x); and
• if t = Fk

j (t1, . . . , tk), then I((r, n))(t)v = I((r, n))(Fk
j )(I((r, n))(t1)v, . . . , I((r, n))(tk)v).

Note that we assume that the domain is the same in all possible worlds and that terms are rigid,
i.e., each term has the same meaning in all possible worlds of a model. Those assumptions guarantee
that all instances of first-order axioms are valid (for more details, see, for example, [13]).
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Satisfiability of a formula α in a possible world (r, n) of a model M w.r.t. v is defined in the
following way (only the new cases are given):

• (r, n), v |� Pk
j (t1, . . . , tk) iff (I((r, n))(t1)v, . . . , I((r, n))(tk)v) ∈ I((r, n))(Pk

j ); and
• (r, n), v |� (∀x)β iff for every d ∈ D, (r, n), v[d/x] |� β.

If for every valuation v, (r, n), v |� α, we write (r, n) |� α and say that α is satisfiable
in (r, n). A sentence α is satisfiable if there is a possible world (r, n) from a model M such
that (r, n) |� α. As in the propositional case, we consider the class ModFO of all measurable
models.

Example 7 illustrates expressibility of FOPTEL.

EXAMPLE 7
Let us consider the N-doors generalized Monty Hall problem. There are a host and a player, and

• There are N doors. There is a car behind one of them.
• A player initially chooses one door.
• Then, the host (who knows where the car is) opens n doors (1 � n � N − 2). Each of those

doors does not hide the car and has not been chosen by the player.
• The host asks the player whether she wants to switch the door.

The question is: what is better winning strategy to switch the door or not? It is well known that
the latter brings an advantage.

In the language of FOPTEL this problem can be described in the following way:

• Let N � 3 be an arbitrary number of doors.
• The formal language contains the following:

– the unary relation symbols Car and Bet;
– the k-ary relation symbol Openk , for k ∈ {1, . . . , N − 2}; and
– the binary relation symbol =.

The intended meaning is as follows:

• Car(x) reads ‘the car is behind the door x’;
• Bet(x) reads ‘the player chooses the door x’; and
• Openk(x1, . . . , xk) reads ‘the host opens the doors x1, . . . , xk’ and shows that the car is not

behind them,

which is obtained by the following formulas:

• = is the standard equality relation;
• (∃x1, . . . , xN )(

∧
i =j(xi = xj) ∧ (∀y)

∨N
i=1(y = xi)), i.e., there are exactly N doors;

• (∃x)Car(x) and (∃x)Bet(x), i.e., there is a car behind one of the doors, and the player chooses
one of them;

• Car(x) → G Car(x), i.e., the winning door is fixed;
• (Car(x) ∧ Car(y)) → (x = y), i.e., there is exactly one winning door;
• (Bet(x) ∧ Bet(y)) → (x = y), i.e., the player can chose exactly one door in each stage;
• Openk(x1, . . . , xk) → ∧

i =j(xi = xj), i.e., the host opens k different doors;
• Openk(x1, . . . , xk) → Openk(xσ(1), . . . , xσ(1)) for an arbitrary permutation σ , i.e., the order of

opening is irrelevant;
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• Car(x) → ¬Openk(. . . , x, . . .)) and Bet(x) → ¬Openk(. . . , x, . . .)), i.e., the wining door
and the door chosen by the player are not among the doors opened by the host;

• C (∀x)P=1/N (Car(x) ∧ Bet(x)), i.e., it is common knowledge that the initial probability
distribution of the winning is uniform.

Now, the winning strategy can be coded as follows (−→y denotes (y1, . . . , yk)):

C P= N−1
N(N−k−1)

(∀x, −→y , z)[Car(z) ∧ Bet(x) ∧ G((x = z) ∧
k∧

i=1

(x = yi ∧ yi = z))

∧ ©(Openk(
−→y ) ∧ Bet(z))].

In other words, it is common knowledge that the probability of runs in which changing the initial
choice leads to win the game is N−1

N(N−k−1)
.

The probabilistic evaluation of the opposite strategy is given by the next formula:

C P= 1
N
(∀x, −→y )[Car(x) ∧ Bet(x) ∧ G

k∧
i=1

(x = yi) ∧ ©(Openk(
−→y ) ∧ Bet(x))].

Since N−1
N(N−k−1)

> 1
N , the former strategy is better than the later one.

An infinitary axiomatic system AxFOPTEL for FOPTEL contains the system AxPTEL and
additionally the following axiom schemas and an inference rule:

FO1. (∀x)(α → β) → (α → (∀x)β), where x is not free in α

FO2. (∀x)α → α(t/x),

FO© . (∀x) © α → ©(∀x)α

FOK. (∀x)Kaα → Ka(∀x)α

Gen.
α

(∀x)α
(Generalization)

The axioms FO© and FOK are variants of the well-known Barcan formula, which is valid in
constant domain models. Also, these axioms are used to prove a first-order variant of the Strong
necessitation Theorem 5. For example, assume that (∀x)α is inferred from the set of formulas T
using Rule Gen:

T � α

T � (∀x)α, by Gen

Then,

©T � ©α, by the induction hypothesis;
©T � (∀x) © α, by Gen; and
©T � ©(∀x)α, using FO©.

Additionally, we have to consider so called saturated sets that satisfy maximality and consistency
conditions and also that if ¬(∀x)α(x) belongs to a set T, then there is a term t such that ¬α(t/x) ∈ T.
Instead of Theorem 6, we can prove
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THEOREM 12
Let T be a consistent set of sentences in the language L of FOPTEL, and C an infinite enumerable
set of new constant symbols. Then T can be extended to a saturated theory T∗ in the language
L∗ = L ∪ C.

similarly as in [31], and by following the main steps from the propositional case we obtain

THEOREM 13 (Strong completeness for AxFOPTEL).
A set T of sentences is AxFOPTEL-consistent iff it is satisfiable.

7 Conclusion

To model and study distributed multiagent systems, one needs various temporal, epistemic and
probabilistic operators. We have introduced propositional and first-order languages suitable for
formalization of reasoning about such systems. We have provided the Kripke-like possible worlds
semantics and the corresponding axiom systems. We have proved strong completeness w.r.t. the
measurable classes of models, where one of important steps is to show the strong necessitation
theorem. Regarding this, we define the notion of k-nested implications and use it in formulations of
infinitary inference rules. In the first-order case we have considered models with constant domains
and rigid terms.

One can argue that conditionals are more naturally modeled using conditional probability instead
of implications (as we have done in this paper). We can extend our logics with conditional probability
operators in a way described in [4, 35]. Also, reasoning about unbounded sets of agents can be
obtained as in [37]. Another possible extension of the presented languages may concern the approach
from [8] where formulas with linear combinations of probabilities are considered. The papers [4, 6,
30] give technical details for transition from modal like probabilistic operators to linear combinations
of probabilistic weights.

Possible future work concerns decidability of PTEL, study of logics in which combinations
of operators are restricted, e.g., iterations of probabilistic operators are not allowed [32] and/or
temporal and epistemic operators cannot act on formulas with leading probabilistic operators.
Another challenge is to refine our approach to model the asynchronous blockchain protocol.
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A Statements and proofs related to strong completeness

A.1 Soundness
THEOREM 2 (Soundness for AxPTEL).
� β implies |� β.

PROOF. We consider Rule RS:

{Φk,B,X(¬((
∧i−1

l=0
lα) ∧ (

∧i
l=0 ¬ l(α ∧ ¬α)) ∧ iβ)) : i ∈ N}

Φk,B,X(¬(αSβ))

and the other cases are left to the reader. We use induction on k to prove that the rule preserves
validity, i.e., that in an arbitrary possible world, if all assumptions of the rule hold, then the conclusion
holds, too.

Let k = 0 and

γi = ¬((

i−1∧
l=0

lα) ∧ (

i∧
l=0

¬ l(α ∧ ¬α)) ∧ iβ),

i.e., the assumptions are of the form

β0 → γi

and the conclusion is of the form

β0 → ¬(αSβ).

Note that for every j ∈ N:

• for every i ∈ N, if i � j, then (r, j) |� ∧i
l=0 ¬ l(α ∧ ¬α) and

• for every i ∈ N, if i > j, then (r, j) |� ∧i
l=0 ¬ l(α ∧ ¬α),

so, in any possible world (r, j), γi is reduced to

• γi = ¬((
∧i−1

l=0
lα) ∧ iβ), if i � j, and

• γi = α ∨ ¬α, if i > j.

Let (r, j) be an arbitrary possible world which satisfies all assumptions of the rule. If (r, j) |� β0,
obviously (r, j) |� β0 → ¬(αSβ). So, let (r, j) |� β0. Then every γi holds in (r, j). Since γi, for
i > j, is a tautology, we consider only the first j + 1 formulas: γ0, . . . , γj. Then, there is no integer
i ∈ [0, j] such that

• (r, j) |� iβ, i.e., (r, j − i) |� β and
• for every integer l � i − 1, (r, j) |� lα, i.e., (r, j − l) |� α,

which means that

• (r, j) |� αSβ, i.e.,
• (r, j) |� ¬(αSβ).
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Next, let us consider the case where k > 0. Let the statement hold for every instance of Rule RS
with less than k nested implications. According to Definition 1, the assumptions are of the form

βk → XkΦk−1,Bk−1
j=0 ,Xk−1

j=1
(¬((

i−1∧
l=0

lα) ∧ (

i∧
l=0

¬ l(α ∧ ¬α)) ∧ iβ)),

where Xk ∈ {Ka : a ∈ A} ∪ {©, }. Let (r, j) be an arbitrary possible world which satisfies all
assumptions of the rule. If (r, j) |� βk , the statement trivially holds. Thus, assume (r, j) |� βk . If
Xk = Ka, it means that

• all formulas

Φk−1,Bk−1
j=0 ,Xk−1

j=1
(¬((

i−1∧
l=0

lα) ∧ (

i∧
l=0

¬ l(α ∧ ¬α)) ∧ iβ)),

hold in all possible worlds accessible from (r, j);
• using the induction hypothesis, all possible worlds accessible from (r, j) satisfy Φk−1,B,X(¬(αSβ));

and
• (r, j) |� Φk,B,X(¬(αSβ)).

A similar explanation can be used for Xk = ©. Finally, if Xk = , we can proceed in the same
way, but we distinguish the case when we consider a world which is the beginning of a run r, in
which case (r, 0) satisfies every formula with the leading operator , and obviously

• (r, 0) |� βk → Φk−1,Bk−1
j=0 ,Xk−1

j=1
(¬(αSβ)).

holds. �

A.2 Deduction theorem, strong necessitation theorem and auxiliary statements
THEOREM 4 (Deduction theorem).
If T ⊂ For, then

T, {α} � β iff T � α → β.

PROOF. The (←)-direction is standard. To prove the (→)-direction we use transfinite induction on
the length of the proof of β from T. Let us start with the case that β is an axiom. Then,

T � β

T � β → (α → β), since β → (α → β) is an axiom
T � α → β, by MP.

If β is obtained by an application of the rule MP we have

T, α � γ

T, α � γ → β

T, α � β, by MP
T � α → γ , by the induction hypothesis
T � α → (γ → β), by the induction hypothesis
T � (α → (γ → β)) → ((α → γ ) → (α → β)), since (α → (γ → β)) → ((α → γ ) →
(α → β)) is an axiom
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T � (α → γ ) → (α → β), by MP
T � α → β, by MP.

Next, we will analyze the cases of the rules R©N and RS, and left the rest to the reader. If
β = ©γ is obtained by an application of the rule R©N, then γ and ©γ are theorems and the
statement holds:

� α → ©γ , by propositional reasoning, and
T � α → ©γ , by the definition of a proof from the set T.

Let us assume that β = Φk,B,X(¬(γSδ)) and

T, α � Φk,B,X(¬((
∧i−1

l=0
lγ ) ∧ (

∧i
l=0 ¬ l(γ ∧ ¬γ )) ∧ iδ)), for every i ∈ N.

If k > 0, then

T � α → Φk,B,X(¬((
∧i−1

l=0
lγ ) ∧ (

∧i
l=0 ¬ l(γ ∧ ¬γ )) ∧ iδ)), for every i ∈ N, by the

induction hypothesis
T � (α∧βk) → XkΦk−1,Bk−1

j=0 ,Xk−1
j=1

(¬((
∧i−1

l=0
lγ ) ∧ (

∧i
l=0 ¬ l(γ ∧ ¬γ )) ∧ iδ)), for every

i ∈ N, by the definition of Φk and propositional reasoning.

Now, we define B = (β0, . . . , βk−1, α ∧ βk), and have

T � Φk,B,X(¬((
∧i−1

l=0
lγ ) ∧ (

∧i
l=0 ¬ l(γ ∧ ¬γ )) ∧ iδ)), for every i ∈ N

T � Φk,B,X(¬(γSδ)), by RS
T � (α ∧ βk) → XkΦk−1,Bk−1

j=0 ,Xk−1
j=1

(¬(γSδ))

T � α → (βk → XkΦk−1,Bk−1
j=0 ,Xk−1

j=1
(¬(γSδ))

T � α → Φk,B,X(¬(γSδ)).

If k = 0, we reason as above, with the proviso that B = (α ∧ β0). �

THEOREM 5 (Strong necessitation).
If T ⊂ For and T � γ , then

1. ©T � ©γ ;
2. T � γ ; and
3. KaT � Kaγ , for every a ∈ A.

PROOF. We consider the statement (2). The statements (1) and (3) can be proved in a similar way and
are left to the reader. We use transfinite induction on the length of the proof of γ from T. Assume
that γ = γλ+1, that γ0, γ1, . . . , γλ+1 is a proof of γ from T and that (2) holds for every γm, m � λ.

If γ is an instance of an axiom schema, � γ , then also � γ , and obviously T � γ . If γ ∈ T,
then γ ∈ T, and T � γ . If γ is obtained by Rule MP from the previous formulas from the
proof:

T � γj
T � γj → γ

T � γ ,

then

T � γj, by the induction hypothesis
T � (γj → γ ), by the induction hypothesis
T � γj → γ , using A → and MP and
T � γ , by MP.
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If γ is obtained from γj by an application of one of the rules R©N, R N, RKaN, RGPN, RPN,
then � γ , and reasoning as above we can prove the statement. Finally, assume that γ is obtained by
an application of one of the infinitary rules RU, RS, RC, RGA, RA. Let us consider Rule RU and
γ = Φk,B,X(¬(αUβ)). Then, we have the following:

T � Φk,B,X(¬((
∧i−1

l=0 ©lα) ∧ ©iβ)), for every i ∈ N;
T � Φk,B,X(¬((

∧i−1
l=0 ©lα) ∧ ©iβ)), for every i ∈ N, by the induction hypothesis; and

T � (βk ∨ ¬βk) → Φk,B,X(¬((
∧i−1

l=0 ©lα) ∧ ©iβ)), for every i ∈ N.

We extend B and X:

• B = (β0, . . . , βk , βk ∨ ¬βk) and
• X = (X1, . . . , Xk , )

so that

T � Φk+1,B,X (¬((
∧i−1

l=0 ©lα) ∧ ©iβ)), for every i ∈ N

T � Φk+1,B,X (¬(αUβ)), by RU
T � (βk ∨ ¬βk) → Φk,B,X(¬(αUβ))) and
T � Φk,B,X(¬(αUβ)).

The same idea can be used to prove the statement in the cases of the other infinitary inference
rules. �

LEMMA 5
The following hold:

1. if � α ↔ β, then � ©α ↔ ©β

2. if � α ↔ β, then � α ↔ β

3. � Ka(α ∧ ¬α) → Ka(β ∧ ¬β)

4. � ¬ α → ¬α

5. � (α ∧ β) ↔ ( α ∧ β)

6. � ( α ∨ β) → (α ∨ β)

7. (α ∧ ¬α) � β

8. � (©α → ©β) ↔ ©(α → β),
9. � (©α ∧ ©β) ↔ ©(α ∧ β),

10. � (©α ∨ ©β) ↔ ©(α ∨ β),
11. for j ∈ N, ©jβ, ©0α, . . . , ©j−1α � αUβ

12. � αSβ ↔ ( (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ β) ∨ (¬ (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ (β ∨ (α ∧ (αSβ)))).
13. for j ∈ N, jβ,

∧j
k=1 ¬ k(α ∧ ¬α),

∧j−1
l=0

lα � αSβ.
14. � P�1(α → β) → (P�sα → P�sβ), for every s ∈ [0, 1]Q.
15. If � α ↔ β, then � P�sα ↔ P�sβ, for every s ∈ [0, 1]Q.
16. � Pa,�1(α → β) → (Pa,�sα → Pa,�sβ),
17. If � α ↔ β, then � Pa,�sα ↔ Pa,�sβ, for every s ∈ [0, 1]Q.
18. � P�sα → P�rα, for s � r, for every s ∈ [0, 1]Q.
19. � Pa,�sα → Pa,�rα, for s � r.
20. � P�sα → P�rα, for r � s.
21. � Pa,�sα → Pa,�rα, for r � s.

PROOF. Proofs of the statements (1) – (10) can be found in standard textbooks (e.g. [21, 24]), for the
statements (14)–(21) in [32], and for (11) in [28].
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(12) Using propositional reasoning, we have that:

� ( (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ β) ∨ (¬ (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ (β ∨ (α ∧ (αSβ)))) ↔
( (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ β) ∨ (¬ (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ β) ∨ (¬ (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ α ∧ (αSβ))

and since � [(γ ∧ δ) ∨ (¬γ ∧ δ)] ↔ δ also:

� ( (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ β) ∨ (¬ (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ β) ∨ (¬ (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ α ∧ (αSβ)) ↔
β ∨ (¬ (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ α ∧ (αSβ))

The right side of the last formula is Axiom AS , thus

� ( (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ β) ∨ (¬ (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ (β ∨ (α ∧ (αSβ)))).

(13) If j = 0, the statement is

β � αSβ

which follows from Axiom AS . So, let j > 0 and

γ = ( ¬ (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ α) ∧ ( β ∨ [(¬ 2(α ∧ ¬α) ∧ α) ∧ ( 2β ∨
[ . . . ∧ ( j−1β ∨ [(¬ j(α ∧ ¬α) ∧ j−1α) ∧ ( jβ ∨
[ ¬ j+1(α ∧ ¬α) ∧ jα ∧ j+1(αSβ)])]) . . .])]).

Using propositional reasoning it can be obtained:
jβ � jβ ∨ [¬ j+1(α ∧ ¬α) ∧ jα ∧ j+1(αSβ)]
jβ, ¬ j(α ∧ ¬α), j−1α � ¬ j(α ∧ ¬α) ∧ j−1α ∧ ( jβ ∨ [¬ j+1(α ∧ ¬α) ∧ jα ∧
j+1(αSβ)])
jβ,

∧j
k=1 ¬ k(α ∧ ¬α),

∧j−1
l=0

lα � γ .

Next, using Lemma 5.2 we can transform γ in the following way:

• ¬ j+1(α ∧ ¬α) � j¬ (α ∧ ¬α), by Lemma 5.4
• ¬ j+1(α ∧ ¬α) ∧ jα ∧ j+1(αSβ) � j[¬ (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ α ∧ (αSβ)], by Axiom A ∧
• jβ ∨ [¬ j+1(α ∧ ¬α) ∧ jα ∧ j+1(αSβ)] � j(β ∨ [¬ (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ α ∧ (αSβ)]), by

Lemma 5.6
• jβ ∨ [¬ j+1(α ∧ ¬α) ∧ jα ∧ j+1(αSβ)] � j(αSβ), using Axiom AS

In this way,

γ � γ ′,
where

γ ′ = ( ¬ (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ α) ∧ ( β ∨ [(¬ 2(α ∧ ¬α) ∧ α) ∧ ( 2β ∨
[ . . . ∧ ( j−1β ∨ [(¬ j(α ∧ ¬α) ∧ j−1α) ∧ j(αSβ)])]) . . .])]),

and the degree of in front of αSβ in γ ′ is j. We can continue in the same way and obtain

γ � ¬ (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ α ∧ (αSβ),
γ � β ∨ [¬ (α ∧ ¬α) ∧ α ∧ (αSβ)] and
γ � αSβ, using Axiom AS .

Thus, we have
jβ,

∧j
k=1 ¬ k(α ∧ ¬α),

∧j−1
l=0

lα � γ ;
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γ � αSβ; and, finally,
jβ,

∧j
k=1 ¬ k(α ∧ ¬α),

∧j−1
l=0

lα � αSβ. �

THEOREM 14 (Witnesses’ theorem).
Let T be a consistent set of formulas. Then,

1. If T ∪ {Φk,B,X(¬(αUβ))} is not consistent, then there is i0 ∈ N such that

T ∪ {¬Φk,B,X(¬((

i0−1∧
l=0

©lα) ∧ ©i0β))}

is consistent.
2. If T ∪ {Φk,B,X(¬(αSβ))} is not consistent, then there is i0 ∈ N such that

T ∪ {¬Φk,B,X(¬((

i0−1∧
l=0

lα) ∧ (

i0∧
l=0

¬ l(α ∧ ¬α)) ∧ i0β))}

is consistent.
3. If T ∪ {Φk,B,X(Cα)} is not consistent, then there is i0 ∈ N such that

T ∪ {¬Φk,B,X((E)i0α)}
is consistent.

4. If T ∪ {Φk,B,X(P�rα)} is not consistent, then there is i0 ∈ N such that

T ∪ {¬Φk,B,X(P�r− 1
i0

α)}
is consistent.

5. If T ∪ {Φk,B,X(Pa,�rα)} is not consistent, then there is i0 ∈ N such that

T ∪ {¬Φk,B,X(Pa,�r− 1
i0

α)}
is consistent.

PROOF. We consider the statement (5). The other statements can be proved in a similar way and are
left to the reader. So, let T be a consistent set of formulas such that

• T ∪ {Φk,B,X(Pa,�rα)} is not consistent; and
• for every i0 ∈ N, T ∪ {¬Φk,B,X(Pa,�r− 1

i0
α)} is not consistent.

Then,

T ∪ {¬Φk,B,X(Pa,�r− 1
i0

α)} � (γ ∧ ¬γ ), for every i0 ∈ N;

T � ¬Φk,B,X(Pa,�r− 1
i0

α) → (γ ∧ ¬γ ), by Deduction theorem, for every i0 ∈ N;

T � Φk,B,X(Pa,�r− 1
i0

α), for every i0 ∈ N;

T � Φk,B,X(Pa,�rα), by RA,

which contradicts the assumption about consistency of T. Hence, there is i0 ∈ N such that

T ∪ {¬Φk,B,X(Pa,�r− 1
i0

α)}
is consistent. �
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LEMMA 6
Let T be a maximal consistent set of formulas. Then,

1. For every formula α, exactly one of α and ¬α is in T.
2. T is deductively closed.
3. α ∧ β ∈ T iff α ∈ T and β ∈ T.
4. If {α, α → β} ⊆ T, then β ∈ T.
5. If {Φk,B,X(¬((

∧i−1
l=0 ©lα) ∧ ©iβ)) : i ∈ N} ⊂ T, then Φk,B,X(¬(αUβ)) ∈ T.

6. If {Φk,B,X(¬((
∧i−1

l=0
lα) ∧ (

∧i
l=0 ¬ l(α ∧ ¬α)) ∧ iβ)) : i ∈ N} ⊂ T, then

Φk,B,X(¬(αSβ)) ∈ T.
7. If {Φk,B,X((E)iα) : i ∈ N} ⊂ T, then Φk,B,X(Cα) ∈ T.
8. If r = sup {s ∈ [0, 1]Q : P�sα ∈ T}, and r ∈ [0, 1]Q, then P�rα ∈ T.
9. If r = sup {s ∈ [0, 1]Q : P�sα ∈ T}, then for every s ∈ [0, 1]Q such that r > s, P�sα ∈ T.

10. If r = sup {s ∈ [0, 1]Q : Pa,�sα ∈ T}, and r ∈ [0, 1]Q, then Pa,�rα ∈ T.
11. If r = sup {s ∈ [0, 1]Q : Pa,�sα ∈ T}, then for every s ∈ [0, 1]Q such that r > s, Pa,�sα ∈ T.

12. There is a positive i ∈ N such that for every α ∈ For, i(α ∧ ¬α) ∈ T, and for every j ∈ N,
j < i, j(α ∧ ¬α) ∈ T.

13. If for every α ∈ For, (α ∧ ¬α) ∈ T, then T− is maximal consistent.
14. T−© is maximal consistent.
15. If for every α ∈ For, (α ∧ ¬α) ∈ T, then T = (T− )−©.
16. If Kaα ∈ T, then T−Ka ∪ {¬α} is consistent.

PROOF. Let T be a maximal consistent set.
(1)–(4) The proofs are standard.
(5) It holds T � Φk,B,X(¬((

∧i−1
l=0 ©lα) ∧ ©iβ)) for every i ∈ N, and by Rule RU, T �

Φk,B,X(¬(αUβ)). Since T is deductively closed, Φk,B,X(¬(αUβ)) ∈ T.
(6)–(7) can be proved using the same idea as in (5).
(8) If r ∈ {s ∈ [0, 1]Q |P�sα ∈ T}, then the statement trivially holds. So, let us assume that
r ∈ [0, 1]Q and r ∈ {s ∈ [0, 1]Q |P�sα ∈ T}. Then from

T � P�sα for every s ∈ [0, 1]Q such that s < r
T � Φ0,α∨¬α,X(P�sα) for every s ∈ [0, 1]Q such that s < r
T � Φk,B,X(P�rα), by Rule RGA, and
T � P�rα,

since T is deductively closed, it follows that P�rα ∈ T.
(9) It follows by the properties of the supremum, and Lemma 5.18.
(10) and (11) can be proved in the same way as (8) and (9).
(12) First, note that if for any α ∈ For, i(α ∧ ¬α) ∈ T, then for every β ∈ For, i(β ∧ ¬β) ∈ T:

T � (α ∧ ¬α) → (β ∧ ¬β)

T � i((α ∧ ¬α) → (β ∧ ¬β)), by R N
T � i(β ∧ ¬β), by A → and MP,

and since T is deductively closed, i(β ∧ ¬β) ∈ T. Thus, if for any α ∈ For there is i ∈ N such
that i(α ∧ ¬α) ∈ T, there is also the minimal i which satisfies the statement.

Next, assume that for every α ∈ For and for every positive i ∈ N, i(α ∧ ¬α) ∈ T. Since T is
maximal consistent, it means that for every α ∈ For, ¬ i(α∧¬α) ∈ T. To make the following more
readable, let
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Strong Completeness of the Logic 131

• β denote (α ∧ ¬α) and
• γ = β → β.

Then,

T � ¬ i(α ∧ ¬α), for every positive i ∈ N, i.e.,
T � ¬ iβ, for every positive i ∈ N

T � ¬(
∧i−1

l=0
lγ ) ∨ ¬(

∧i
l=0 ¬ l(γ ∧ ¬γ )) ∨ ¬ iβ, for every positive i ∈ N

T � Φ0,{δ∨¬δ},X(¬((
∧i−1

l=0
lγ ) ∧ (

∧i
l=0 ¬ l(γ ∧ ¬γ )) ∧ iβ), for every positive i ∈ N,

and any δ

T � Φ0,{δ∨¬δ},X(¬(γSβ)), by RS for any δ

T � ¬(γSβ)

T � ¬((β → β)Sβ)

T � ¬Pβ, by the definition of P, i.e.,
T � ¬P (α ∧ ¬α),

which contradicts consistency of T, since P (α ∧ ¬α) is the axiom AP . Thus, there is a unique
i ∈ N which satisfies the statement.
(13) If T− = {α : α ∈ T} is not consistent, then

T− � α ∧ ¬α, for every formula α;
T− � (α ∧ ¬α), by Theorem 5.2; and

T � (α ∧ ¬α), since T− = { β : β ∈ T− } = { β : β ∈ T} ⊂ T,

which contradicts consistency of T, since by the assumption T does not contain formulas of the
form (α ∧ ¬α). If T− is not maximal, then there is α ∈ For such that α ∈ T− and α ∈ T− .
It means that

• α ∈ T;
• ¬α ∈ T; and
• ¬ α ∈ T, using Axiom A ¬;

which contradicts maximality of T. Thus, T− is maximal consistent.
(14) can be proved using the same ideas as (13).
(15) Since for every γ ∈ For, (γ ∧ ¬γ ) ∈ T, the following hold:

• © α ∈ T iff © α ∈ T, by the axioms A© C1 and A© C2 and
• © α ∈ T iff α ∈ T, by Axiom A© .

So α ∈ T iff © α ∈ T iff ©α ∈ T− = {δ : δ ∈ T} iff α ∈ (T− )−© = {δ : ©δ ∈ T− }.
It means that T = (T− )−©.
(16) If T−Ka ∪ {¬α} if it is not consistent, then T−Ka ∪ {¬α} � γ ∧ ¬γ andT−Ka � α. Then,
by Theorem 5.3, KaT−Ka � Kaβ. Since T is maximal consistent and deductively closed, and T ⊃
KaT−Ka , it implies a contradiction. �

A.3 Canonical model
THEOREM 6 (Lindenbaum’s theorem).
Every AxPTEL-consistent set of formulas T can be extended to a maximal AxPTEL-consistent set
T∗.
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132 Strong Completeness of the Logic

PROOF. The proof will be based on the following ideas:

• a procedure for extending T will be described so that in each step a consistent superset of T is
obtained (by adding new formulas to supersets of T);

• the procedure guarantees that, if a formula which is the negation of a conclusion of an infinitary
rule is added to a superset of T, then a witness (the negation of a premise of the rule) is also
added to the superset;

• it will be shown that the union of all those extensions:

– contains exactly one of α, ¬α for every α ∈ For, and
– is a deductively closed sets,

so that the union is a maximal consistent extension of T.

Let {αi : i ∈ N} be a list of all For-formulas. We define a sequence of theories {Ti : i ∈ N} and
a theory T∗ as follows:

1. T0 = T.
2. For every i ∈ N:

a. If Ti ∪ {αi} is consistent, then Ti+1 = Ti ∪ {αi}.
b. If Ti ∪ {αi} is inconsistent, then

i. If αi = Φk,B,X(¬(αUβ)), then

Ti+1 = Ti ∪ {¬αi, ¬Φk,B,X(¬((

j−1∧
l=0

©lα) ∧ ©jβ))}

for some j ∈ N so that Ti+1 is consistent.
ii. If αi = Φk,B,X(¬(αSβ)), then

Ti+1 = Ti ∪ {¬αi, ¬Φk,B,X(¬((

j−1∧
l=0

lα) ∧ (

j∧
l=0

¬ l(α ∧ ¬α)) ∧ iβ))}

for some j ∈ N so that Ti+1 is consistent.
iii. If αi = Φk,B,X(Cα), then

Ti+1 = Ti ∪ {¬αi, ¬Φk,B,X((E)jα)}
for some j ∈ N so that Ti+1 is consistent.

iv. If αi = Φk,B,X(P�rα), then

Ti+1 = Ti ∪ {¬αi, ¬Φk,B,X(P�r− 1
j
α)}

for some j ∈ N so that Ti+1 is consistent.
v. If αi = Φk,B,X(Pa,�rα), then

Ti+1 = Ti ∪ {¬αi, ¬Φk,B,X(Pa,�r− 1
j
α)}

for some j ∈ N so that Ti+1 is consistent.
vi. Otherwise, Ti+1 = Ti ∪ {¬αi}.

3. T∗ = ∪i∈NTi.

First, we prove that all theories Ti are consistent. Note that this trivially holds for theories obtained
by the steps 1, 2a and 2(b)vi of the above construction. Theorem 14 guarantees that the same holds
for the steps 2(b)i–v.
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Second, we show that T∗ is a maximal consistent set of formulas. We start by noticing that the
steps 2a and 2b of above construction guarantee that for every α ∈ For, at least one of α and ¬α

belongs to T∗. On the other hand, it is not possible that both α and ¬α are in T∗. Otherwise, there
would exist j and k such that α and ¬α are αj, and αk , respectively, from the above enumeration of
all For-formulas, and for i = max{j, k}, it would be α, ¬α ∈ Ti+1, which contradicts consistency of
Ti+1.

In the last step, using transfinite induction on the length of a proof, we show that T∗ is deductively
closed. Let T∗ � γ . Let γ be obtained from T∗ by an application of one of the finitary rules. By the
induction hypothesis, there is l ∈ N such that all premisses of the rule belong to Tl. Let for some
j and k, γ = αj and ¬γ = αk in the above enumeration of all For-formulas, and i � max{j, k, l}.
If ¬γ ∈ Ti+1, then Ti+1 � γ , and Ti+1 � ¬γ , which contradicts consistency of Ti+1. Finally, let
γ be a consequence of one of the infinitary rules RU, RS, RC, RGA and RA. Let us consider Rule
RA, while the other cases can be proved similarly. So, let γ = Φk,B,X(Pa,�rα) be obtained by an
application of Rule RA:

T∗ � Φk,B,X(Pa,�r− 1
m
α), for every m ∈ N, m � 1

r , and

T∗ � Φk,B,X(Pa,�rα), by RA.

By the induction hypothesis, every Φk,B,X(Pa,�r− 1
m
α) ∈ T∗. If Φk,B,X(Pa,�rα) ∈ T∗, let

Φk,B,X(Pa,�rα) = αi in the above enumeration of all For-formulas. By the step 2(b)v of the above
construction, there is j ∈ N so that ¬Φk,B,X(Pa,�r− 1

j
α) ∈ Ti+1. Let Φk,B,X(Pa,�r− 1

j
α) = αk in the

above enumeration of all For-formulas. By the induction hypothesis Φk,B,X(Pa,�r− 1
j
α) ∈ T∗, so

Φk,B,X(Pa,�r− 1
j
α) ∈ Tk+1. Then we have

• ¬Φk,B,X(Pa,�r− 1
j
α) ∈ Ti+1 and

• Φk,B,X(Pa,�r− 1
j
α) ∈ Tk+1,

which contradicts consistency of Tl, where l = max{i + 1, k + 1}.
Since T∗ is deductively closed and does not contain all formulas, it is consistent. As it is noted

above, for each α ∈ For exactly one of α and ¬α belongs to T∗. Thus, T∗ is a maximal consistent
set. �

LEMMA 7
Let the canonical model M∗ = 〈R∗,A∗,K∗,P∗〉 be defined as in Definition 8. Then for every
possible world (rS, n) and for every agent a ∈ A:

1. H∗,(rS,n) is an algebra of sets;
2. μ∗,(rS,n) is a finitely-additive probability measure;

3. H∗,(rS,n)
a is an algebra of sets; and

4. μ
∗,(rS,n)
a is a finitely-additive probability measure.

PROOF. To make this paper self contained we present the adapted proofs from [29, 32] for the
statements (1) and (2), and the same ideas can be used for the statements (3) and (4).
(1) For every possible world (rS, n), the family H∗,(rS,n) is an algebra of sets since

• by Definition 8, R∗ = [[ (α ∧ ¬α)]](r
S,n), thus R∗ ∈ H∗,(rS,n);

• if [[α]](r
S,n) ∈ H∗,(rS,n), then [[¬α]](r

S,n) is its complement which also belongs to H∗,(rS,n); and
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134 Strong Completeness of the Logic

• if [[α1]](r
S,n), . . . , [[αl]](r

S,n) ∈ H∗,(rS,n), then [[α1]](r
S,n) ∪ . . . ∪ [[αl]](r

S,n) = [[α1 ∨ . . . ∨αl]](r
S,n)

belongs to H∗,(rS,n).

(2) To prove this, we show that for every possible world (rS, n), μ∗,(rS,n) is a well-defined,
nonnegative, bounded by 1 and finitely additive function.

From [[α]](r
S,n) = [[β]](r

S,n) we have that � α ↔ β. By Lemma 5.15 it follows that
μ∗,(rS,n)([[α]](r

S,n)) = μ∗,(rS,n)([[β]](r
S,n)). Thus, μ∗,(rS,n) is well defined.

Axiom AGP1 guarantees that P≥0α ∈ (rS, n), and μ∗,(rS,n)([[α]](r
S,n)) ≥ 0, for every [[α]](r

S,n) ∈
H∗,(rS,n).

Since R∗ = [[ (α ∧ ¬α)]](r
S,n) and by Axiom AGP , P�1 (α ∧ ¬α) ∈ (rS, n), it follows that

μ∗,(rS,n)(R∗) = 1. Also, note that [[ (α∧¬α)]](r
S,n) = [[α∨¬α]](r

S,n) and μ∗,(rS,n)([[α∨¬α]](r
S,n)) =

1 On the other hand, ∅ = [[α ∧ ¬α]](r
S,n) and μ∗,(rS,n)(∅) ≥ 0. From P�1(α ∨ ¬α) ∈ (rS, n), by the

definitions of P<s and P�s and Axiom AGP2, we have that ¬P<1(α∨¬α) ∈ (rS, n), ¬P�r(α∨¬α) ∈
(rS, n) for r < 1, and ¬P�1−r(α ∧ ¬α) ∈ (rS, n) for r < 1. Thus, sups{P�s(α ∧ ¬α) ∈ (rS, n)} = 0,

and μ∗,(rS,n)(∅) = 0.
Let r = μ∗,(rS,n)([[α]](r

S,n)) = sups{P�sα ∈ (rS, n)}. If r = 1, by Lemma 6.10 P�1α ∈ (rS, n).
It means that (rS, n) contains ¬P>0¬α (i.e., P�0¬α, P�1α). By Axiom AGP2 there is no s > 0

such that P�s¬α ∈ (rS, n). Thus, μ∗,(rS,n)([[¬α]](r
S,n))) = 0. On the other hand, if r < 1, then, since

¬P�r′α = P<r′α, for every r′ > r, r′ ∈ [0, 1]Q, we have P<r′α ∈ (rS, n). It follows by Axiom AGP3
that P�r′α,P�1−r′¬α ∈ (rS, n). If there is an r′′ < r such that r′′ ∈ [0, 1]Q and P�1−r′′¬α ∈ (rS, n),
then a contradiction ¬P>r′′α ∈ (rS, n) follows. So, sups{P�s(¬α) ∈ (rS, n)} = 1 − sups{P�sα ∈
(rS, n)}, and μ∗,(rS,n)([[α]](r

S,n))) = 1 − μ∗,(rS,n)([[¬α]](r
S,n))).

Let [[α]](r
S,n) ∩ [[β]](r

S,n) = ∅, μ∗,(rS,n)([[α]](r
S,n)) = r and μ∗,(rS,n)([[β]](r

S,n)) = s. Since
[[β]](r

S,n) ⊂ [[¬α]](r
S,n), the previous statements imply that r + s � r + (1 − r) = 1. Let r > 0,

and s > 0. By the well-known properties of the supremum, for all r′, s′ ∈ [0, 1]Q such that r′ < r and
s′ < s, we have P�r′α, P�s′β ∈ (rS, n). Then, Axiom AGP5 implies that P�r′+s′(α ∨β) ∈ (rS, n). It
means that r+s � t0 = supt{P�t(α∨β) ∈ (rS, n)}. If r+s = 1, then trivially holds that r+s = t0 and

μ∗,(rS,n)([[α]](r
S,n) ∪ [[β]](r

S,n)) = μ∗,(rS,n)([[α]](r
S,n)) + μ∗,(rS,n)([[β]](r

S,n)). Otherwise, assume that
r+s < 1 and r+s < t0. Then for every t′ ∈ [0, 1]Q∩(r+s, t0), P�t′(α∨β) ∈ (rS, n), and it is possible
to choose r′′, s′′ ∈ [0, 1]Q such that r′′ > r, s′′ > s, r′′ + s′′ = t′ � 1, ¬P�r′′α, P<r′′α ∈ (rS, n),
and ¬P�s′′β, P<s′′β ∈ (rS, n). It implies a contradiction since by Axiom AGP3, P�r′′α ∈ (rS, n), by
Axiom AGP5, P<r′′+s′′(α ∨ β) ∈ (rS, n), ¬P�r′′+s′′(α ∨ β) ∈ (rS, n), and ¬P�t′(α ∨ β) ∈ (rS, n).

Hence, r + s = t0 and μ∗,(rS,n)([[α]](r
S,n) ∪ [[β]](r

S,n)) = μ∗,(rS,n)([[α]](r
S,n)) + μ∗,(rS,n)([[β]](r

S,n)).
Otherwise, suppose that r = 0 or s = 0. Then we can reason as above, with the only exception that
r′ = 0 or s′ = 0.

This proves that each μ∗,(rS,n) is a finitely additive probability measure. �

THEOREM 7
The canonical model M∗ is a Mod-model.

PROOF. We have to prove that

• A∗, K∗ and P∗ are properly defined; and

• for every α, [[α]](r
S,n) = [α](r

S,n), and [[α]](r
S,n)

a = [α](r
S,n)

a .
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Concerning the first item, we note than by Definition 8, a ∈ A∗((rS, n)) iff Aa ∈ rS(n), so
A∗ satisfies the condition from Definition 2. Regarding K∗ note that if a ∈ A∗((rS, n)), then
(rS, n)K∗

a(r
′, n′) is false for all (r′, n′). On the other hand, the axioms AKS and AKT guarantee that

every K∗
a is symmetric and transitive. Furthermore, for every (rS, n), if a ∈ A∗((rS, n)) we have

that Aa ∈ Sn and using Axiom AKR also that Kaα → α ∈ Sn. It follows that S−Ka
n ⊂ Sn and

(rS, n)K∗
a(r

S, n). Thus, K∗ also satisfies the corresponding conditions from Definition 2. Finally,

Lemma 7 guarantees that for every possible world (rS, n) and for every agent a ∈ A, H∗,(rS,n) and

H∗,(rS,n)
a are algebras of sets, while μ∗,(rS,n) and μ

∗,(rS,n)
a are finitely-additive probability measures.

The second item means that we have to prove that belonging of formulas to a maximal consistent
set has the same meaning as satisfiability of formulas in the corresponding possible world. Recall
that

• [α](r
S,n) denotes {rS′ ∈ R∗ : (rS′

, 0) |� α};
• [[α]](r

S,n) denotes {rS ∈ R∗ : α ∈ S0};
• [α](r

S,n)
a denotes {(rS’, n′) ∈ W∗,(rS,n)

a : (rS’, n′) |� α}; and

• [[α]](r
S,n)

a denotes {(rS’, n′) ∈ W∗,(rS,n)
a : α ∈ ’n′ },

and that every Sn is maximal and consistent. We will use induction on complexity of α to prove
the statements and analyze some of the cases (for propositional letters, and formulas of the forms

β, βSγ , Cβ and P�sβ) leaving the rest to readers (for formulas of the forms ¬β, β ∧γ , ©β, βUγ ,
Kaβ and Pa,�sβ).

Let α ∈ Var, e.g., α = p. Then,

• rS’ ∈ [[p]](r
S,n) iff p ∈ S’0 iff p ∈ rS’(0) iff (rS’, 0) |� p iff rS’ ∈ [p](r

S,n) and

• (rS’, n′) ∈ [[p]](r
S,n)

a iff p ∈ S’n′ iff p ∈ rS’(n′) iff (rS’, n′) |� p iff (rS’, n′) ∈ [p](r
S,n)

a .

Thus, [[p]](r
S,n) = [p](r

S,n) and [[p]](r
S,n)

a = [p](r
S,n)

a .
Assume α = β. Let us consider the case of sets of the forms [[ β]](r

S,n) and [ β](r
S,n). We want

to show that rS’ ∈ [[ β]](r
S,n) iff rS’ ∈ [ β](r

S,n). It follows from the facts:

• Definition 3 guarantees that (rS’, 0) |� β, i.e., every rS’ ∈ [ β](r
S,n); and

• the construction of the canonical model M∗ guarantees that β ∈ S’0, i.e., every rS’ ∈
[[ β]](r

S,n).

Next, let us consider the case of sets of the forms [[ β]](r
S,n)

a and [ β](r
S,n)

a . We want to show that

(rS’, n′) ∈ [[ β]](r
S,n)

a iff (rS’, n′) ∈ [ β](r
S,n)

a . We distinguish two cases concerning n′:

• Let n′ = 0. If (rS’, 0) ∈ [[ β]](r
S,n)

a , by the definition of the satisfiability relation, for every

β ∈ For, (rS’, 0) |� β, so (rS’, 0) ∈ [ β](r
S,n)

a . For the other direction, let (rS’, 0) ∈ [ β](r
S,n)

a .

By the definition of M∗, for every β ∈ For, β ∈ S’0, thus (rS’, 0) ∈ [[ β]](r
S,n)

a .
• Let n′ > 0. Then,

(rS’, n′) ∈ [[ β]](r
S,n)

a , i.e., β ∈ S’n′ iff
© β ∈ S’n′−1 (by the definition of sequences of sets Sn) iff
β ∈ S’n′−1 (using Axiom A© ) iff
(rS’, n′ − 1) |� β iff
(rS’, n′) |� β iff
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136 Strong Completeness of the Logic

(rS’, n′) ∈ [ β](r
S,n)

a .

Thus, [[ β]](r
S,n) = [ β](r

S,n), and [[ β]](r
S,n)

a = [ β](r
S,n)

a .
Let α = βSγ .
Assume that rS’ ∈ [[βSγ ]](r

S,n), i.e., βSγ ∈ S’0. Then by Lemma 5.12 it follows that (β∧¬β) ∈
S’0, and γ ∈ S’0. Using the induction hypothesis we have

• (rS’, 0) |� γ ;
• (rS’, 0) |� βSγ ; and
• rS’ ∈ [βSγ ](r

S,n).

For the other direction, assume that rS’ ∈ [βSγ ](r
S,n), i.e., (rS’, 0) |� βSγ . Then,

• (rS’, 0) |� γ ;
• by the induction hypothesis: γ ∈ S’0, rS’ ∈ [[γ ]](r

S,n); and
• since S’0 is maximal consistent, using Axiom AS it follows that βSγ ∈ S’0 and rS’ ∈

[[βSγ ]](r
S,n).

Assume that (rS’, n′) ∈ [[βSγ ]](r
S,n)

a , i.e., βSγ ∈ S’n′ . We distinguish two cases:

• Let n′ = 0. Then also (β ∧ ¬β) ∈ S’0, and by Lemma 5.12, γ ∈ S’0 and using the induction
hypothesis we have

(rS’, 0) |� γ ;
(rS’, 0) |� βSγ ; and

(rS’, 0) ∈ [βSγ ](r
S,n)

a .

• Let n′ > 0. Then, if γ ∈ S’n′ , then using the induction hypothesis as above, we have that

(rS’, n′) |� γ , (rS’, n′) |� βSγ , and thus (rS’, n′) ∈ [βSγ ](r
S,n)

a . Next, suppose that γ ∈ S’n′ .
Using Lemma 5.12, and the the assumption n′ > 0 we have

– ¬ (β ∧ ¬β) ∈ S’n′ ;
– β ∧ (βSγ ) ∈ S’n′ ;
– β ∈ S’n′ ;
– (βSγ ) ∈ S’n′ ;
– © (βSγ ) ∈ S’n′−1, by the construction of sets Si;
– βSγ ∈ S’n′−1, using Axiom A© .

• Hence, if γ ∈ S’n′ , then β ∈ S’n′ and βSγ ∈ S’n′−1. Since β ∈ S’n′ , by the induction hypothesis
we have (rS’, n′) |� β. Now, if n′ − 1 = 0, similarly as above γ ∈ S’n′−1, (rS’, n′ − 1) |� γ ,

(rS’, n′) |� βSγ , and (rS’, n′) ∈ [βSγ ](r
S,n)

a . On the other hand, if n′ − 1 > 0, we can conclude
as above:

– if γ ∈ S’n′−1, then (rS’, n′) |� βSγ , and (rS’, n′) ∈ [βSγ ](r
S,n)

a ;
– if γ ∈ S’n′−1, then (rS’, n′ − 1) |� β, and βSγ ∈ S’n′−2.

• Finally, since n′ is finite, in a finite number of steps we obtain that

– for some integer j ∈ (0, n′), (rS’, j) |� γ and for every integer k ∈ (j, n′], (rS’, k) |� β,
which implies (rS’, n′) |� βSγ ; or

– we will reach the possible world (rS’, 0), and reasoning as above conclude that
(rS’, n′) |� βSγ .
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• Thus, (rS’, n′) ∈ [βSγ ](r
S,n)

a . For the other direction, assume that (rS’, n′) ∈ [βSγ ](r
S,n)

a , i.e.,
(rS’, n′) |� βSγ . Now,

– If n′ = 0, then (rS’, 0) |� γ , and by the induction hypothesis γ ∈ S’0, (rS’, 0) ∈
[[γ ]](r

S,n)
a . Since S’0 is maximal consistent, using Axiom AS it follows that (rS’, 0) ∈

[[βSγ ]](r
S,n)

a .
– If n′ > 0, then there is an integer j ∈ [0, n′] such that (rS’, j) |� γ , and for every

integer k, such that j < k � n′, (rS’, k) |� β. Using the induction hypothesis and by the
construction of the canonical model, it follows that n′−jγ ∈ S’n′ , and that for every
integer k ∈ (j, n′], n′−kβ ∈ S’n′ . Then, using Lemma 5.13 we have that βSγ ∈ S’n′ ,

i.e., that (rS’, n′) ∈ [[βSγ ]](r
S,n)

a .

Thus, [[βSγ ]](r
S,n) = [βSγ ](r

S,n), and [[βSγ ]](r
S,n)

a = [βSγ ](r
S,n)

a .
Let α = Cβ.
Assume that rS’ ∈ [[Cβ]](r

S,n), i.e., Cβ ∈ S’0. Then Emβ ∈ S’0, for every m ∈ N, by Axiom ACE.
Since Em is a conjunction of formulas of the form Kam . . .Ka1β, using the case for Kaγ , we have that

(rS’, 0) |� Emβ, for every m ∈ N, and (rS’, 0) |� Cβ, by Definition 3. It follows that rS’ ∈ [Cβ](r
S,n).

For the other direction, assume rS’ ∈ [Cβ](r
S,n), i.e., (rS’, 0) |� Cβ. Then for every k ∈ N

• (rS’, 0) |� Ekβ, by the definition of the satisfiability relation; and
• by the induction hypothesis: Ekβ ∈ S’0.

Since S’0 is maximal consistent and deductively closed, for every k ∈ N:

– S’0 � Ekβ;
S’0 � Φ0,{β∨¬β},X(Ekβ);
S’0 � Φ0,{β∨¬β},X(Cβ), by Rule RC;
S’0 � Cβ,

which means that Cβ ∈ S’0, i.e., rS’ ∈ [[Cβ]](r
S,n).

Assume now that (rS’, n′) ∈ [[Cβ]](r
S,n)

a , i.e., Cβ ∈ S’n′ . Then Emβ ∈ S’n′ , for every m ∈ N, by
Axiom ACE. Since Em is a conjunction of formulas of the form Kam . . .Ka1β, using the case for Kaγ ,
we have that (rS’, n′) |� Emβ, for every m ∈ N, and (rS’, n′) |� Cβ, by Definition 3. It follows that

(rS’, n′) ∈ [Cβ](r
S,n)

a . For the other direction, assume (rS’, n′) ∈ [Cβ](r
S,n)

a , i.e., (rS’, n′) |� Cβ. Then,
for every k ∈ N:

• (rS’, n′) |� Ekβ, by the definition of the satisfiability relation; and
• by the induction hypothesis: Ekβ ∈ S’n′ .

Since S’n′ is maximal consistent and deductively closed, for every k ∈ N:

S’n′ � Ekβ;
S’n′ � Φ0,{β∨¬β},X(Ekβ);
S’n′ � Φ0,{β∨¬β},X(Cβ), by Rule RC;
S’n′ � Cβ,

which means that Cβ ∈ S’n′ , i.e., (rS’, n′) ∈ [[Cβ]](r
S,n)

a . Thus, [[Cβ]](r
S,n) = [Cβ](r

S,n) and

[[Cβ]](r
S,n)

a = [Cβ](r
S,n)

a .
Let α = P�tβ.
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If rS’ ∈ [[P�tβ]](r
S,n), then P�tβ ∈ S’0. It follows that sups{s ∈ [0, 1]Q : P�sβ ∈ S’0} � t. Since

μ∗,(rS’,0)([[β]](r
S’,0)) = sups{s ∈ [0, 1]Q : P�sβ ∈ S’0}, then (rS’, 0) |� P�tβ, which means that

rS’ ∈ [P�tβ](r
S,n). For the other direction, let rS’ ∈ [P�tβ](r

S,n), i.e., (rS’, 0) |� P�tβ. Then,

• μ∗,(rS’,0)([[β]](r
S’,0)) = sups{s ∈ [0, 1]Q : P�sβ ∈ S’0} � t;

• if t = sups{s ∈ [0, 1]Q : P�sβ ∈ S’0}, then by Lemma 6.8, P�tβ ∈ S’0; and
• if t � sups{s ∈ [0, 1]Q : P�sβ ∈ S’0}, then by Lemma 6.9, P�tβ ∈ S’0.

In both cases, rS’ ∈ [[P�tβ]](r
S,n).

If (rS’, n′) ∈ [[P�tβ]](r
S,n)

a , then P�tβ ∈ S’n′ . It follows that sups{s ∈ [0, 1]Q : P�sβ ∈ S’n′ } � t.

Since μ∗,(rS’,n′)([[β]](r
S’,n′)) = sups{s ∈ [0, 1]Q : P�sβ ∈ S’n′ }, then (rS’, n′) |� P�tβ, which means

that (rS’, n′) ∈ [P�tβ](r
S,n)

a . For the other direction, let (rS’, n′) ∈ [P�tβ](r
S,n)

a , i.e., (rS’, n′) |� P�tβ.
Then,

• μ∗,(rS’,n′)([[β]](r
S’,n′)) = sups{s ∈ [0, 1]Q : P�sβ ∈ S’n′ } � t;

• if t = sups{s ∈ [0, 1]Q : P�sβ ∈ S’n′ }, then by Lemma 6.8, P�tβ ∈ S’n′ ; and
• if t � sups{s ∈ [0, 1]Q : P�sβ ∈ S’n′ }, then by Lemma 6.9, P�tβ ∈ S’n′ .

In both cases (rS’, n′) ∈ [[P�tβ]](r
S,n)

a . Thus, [[P�sβ]](r
S,n) = [P�sβ](r

S,n), and [[P�sβ]](r
S,n)

a =
[P�sβ](r

S,n)
a . �

THEOREM 8 (Strong completeness for AxPTEL).
A set T of formulas is AxPTEL-consistent iff it is satisfiable.

PROOF. The (⇐)-direction follows from the soundness of the above axiomatic system. To prove
the (⇒)-direction assume that T is consistent. Theorem 6 guarantees that T can be extended to a
maximal consistent T∗, while Theorem 7 shows that the canonical model M∗ can be defined so that
T is satisfiable in a possible world from M∗. �
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